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The curriculum materials entltled, Methods and Materials for Teaching'

Occupational Survival Skills

\

OSS), were designed to offer high school

le

,

students an opportunity to dev lop skills applicable to a wide range of

jobs in the work world and to develop attitudes, perceptions, and motiva-

tions toward work. The primary purpose of this study was to describe and

interpret the influence of the 0 S Modules on the attainment of occupa-

tional survival skills and attitudes toward employment of selected Cooper-
_

ative Office. Occupat ns Special Needs, and CETA students. rudents were

selected intact, classroom grou

,Qualitative data from classr om observations and interviews with

participating teachers,and student were collected, by the investigator

.during a fifteen week period. Opinionnaires were completed by, teachers

and students at the conclusion of the fifteen week period to provide both

, ,

quantitative and qualitative summary:data.
!.

. . -7
The Occupational Survival Skills Information Test (OSSIT); designed'

. N- .

easure the attainment of ocppational survival skills and the Career

Maturity Inventory Attitude Scale,(CMIAS) (Crites, 1973), utilized to

.measure attitude toward employtent were administered to the students in

each program,group-at the conclusion of the fifteetweek period. The

OSSIT an0 CMIAS were also administered to'a comParative class from each

pftgram group to determine any ap parent differences in attainment of



Occupational survival kills and attitudes toward employment 'between,

students who had been exposed to the OSS Modules:and stUdentswho'had '

not been.taught any of the OSS Modules. The data from these-test scores

wereanalyzed usingfanalysis:df variance,

5ignificAnt differences (p <01) in the attainment of,occUpational

survival skills and attitudes toward employment were obtained between

prograM'grOups

Significantdifferences (p< ,05), were AlsOlound in attainment of OcCu-

pitional:surVive skills between students, who wereexposed and were not ex-

posed to the OSS Modules: However the amount of exposure (number of sessions

taught from each Module) did not have :a significant effect on'attajnment

occupational survival skills, The effect of exposure to the OSS Modules on

, students' attitudes . toward employment was not significant.

An analysis of the relationship between scores obtained on the OSSIT

and -on the CMIAS by all students participating in fhe stUdy resulted in a

correlation coefficient-of ,506 (p < .01).

The variables of amount of work experience, work plans, and educa-

tional plans were found to bear significant relationships to attainment of

-occupational survival skills. However, the variables of grade level, seX,

and socioeconomic status were found not to bear significant relationships

to:attainment occupationalisurvival skills,

Significant relationships were found between students' attitudes

toward' employment and the vad'ables of grade level, sex; work Plans And

educatiional plans., The-variables of amount of work experience and socio-



economic' tatus were found not to bear' significant relationships to atti-
,

tudes toward employment.

The results of this study indicate. that if the following conditions

are-satisfied, the 0S5 Modules can be used effectiiely by, and are useful

both students and teachers: 1) the teacher andsstudents should per-

, ceive the OSS Modules as being relevant'and be motivated to, learn ogcupa-

tional survival skills; 2) adequate classroom time should be allocated to

1N.

the learning of occupational survival skills; and 3) the students' learning

abilities should be compatible with the learning activities contained in

the OSS'Modules. It appears that-the teaching of occupational-survival

skills is relevant to, the current occupational needs And future career

aspirations of a wide range of high school students.

to
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Importance. of the Problem

CHAPTtR I

Introduction

,

Work is 'a fundamental effo t of life for Individuals in our society.

For most people, th:k effort results in lialq employment. Work will remain
1

a very significant fa6teir1, the'lives of iNiividuals despite changing

,

-worker attitudes, changing econ0Mic and soaetal demands and efforts

.

designed to humanize and redesign'tt. People not only haVe to work,

mo(t cases,, for economic survival, but also pursue work As the vehicle for

their own fulfilimeht.

In a receht/study.desidned to examine ,what has happened to work =in
.

America during /thee, present century, Levi tan (1973) conCludedthat'although*

there have been far-reaching changes occurring in work-and its meanihg

for individuals, there is no fdreseeable e?d to i/ork, no of diS-
, ¢

contented workers, or no sweeping humanization of'jpbs on the horizon.
.

The heed for individuals:to prepare themselves fOryork'will'continue to

manifest itself into the future.

//:Part 'of the sponsibility for preparing individuals foig.'work rests

withth the school. Many writers have recognized.the interdepen4encelthat
4

exists between the school,and.socjety. Changes in the social and, economic

structures lead to- concomitant changenthe-educationa) structure.

/
Feinberg and Rosemont (-197suggest that education involVeS the:trans-

.%

tiltssion of cultural norms and'values and the trainingtudentS totake
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their place in society. n this way, the school reinforces the images that

.are dominant in society. Students learnhabi4 that are essential for the

maintenance of industrial society. Characteristics such as punctuality, de-
.

pepdability, and loyalty are emphasized either directly or indirectly by the

schools. In many i'espects, the sAool servesto bridge the gap which exists

between the.private life of the family and the public work of; the society.

In'recent,yeari, concern has been expressed that the vducational system

may not be preparing students adequately for, working in society, Pierce

(1973) maintains that the school does not provide either job skills or

copinskills that enable persoWto-lead satisfying, self-confident lives.
,

Data from a study designed to determine the key variables associated with

students obtaining and maintaining a job of er trainingf("Transition to.

Work," Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc., 1973) indicated that

beyond adequate skill levels-and placement opportunities, students need to

develop'tertain attitudes, perceptions, and. Motivations regarding employ-

tient.

Contemporary emphases. upon career education and career development

sugget that individuals formulate andfdevelop.attitudes toward work during

= their early years in the home and school whidlisare critical to later suc-

cessful performance on the job. Kazanas (1974) 'summarized the/career

education movement as being based upon the idea that students must be given

tile opportunity to develop positive attitudes toward work within a chosen.

career. =The same point of view was taken by Calhoun and Finch (1976) when

they wrote 'career education focuses on broad self-realization, social
'N z.

responsibility, and-affective value components" (p. 5).

1
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Despite the apparent concern for teaching affeCtive responses- toward

work a limited amount of curricUlum material is available to teachers and

students which offers students an_opportunity to delpOop positive attitudes,'
4

perceptions, and motivations toward work, For the most part, educational

and training' effOrts have been directed toward the measurement and'improve-
..

ment of skill development. To attempt to, ensure that educational prOgrams

concerning work are.fuifilling individual student needs and preparing suc-

.
tessful and satisfied wofters,,edUcators OuStbeconcernedbout:theatti-.

Ltudes,.percepOons,.and motivations'of students toward work. These attri-
,

butes appear to be important f,actors in the students orientation to:work,'

job satisfaction,.and job production.. The extent to which curriculum'

materials influence and affect students' attitudes, .perceptions, and nitiva-
.

tions toward employment needs to. be inNTstigated.

Statement of the Problem

.
The essence'of occupational' survival for the individual is the attain-

.

ment of, skills necessary to maintain an _occupation. which may:lead to a.

meaningful, satisfying, and product ve working career. The development .of

attitudes, perceptions, and motivations toward various aspects of work may

be the initial step. Which.students need to take in order for them to. achieve

occupational competence: Pilot testing and-initial field testing of the

Occupational Survival Skills curriculutil materials in selected Illinois high

schools duning 1975-76 indicated a favorable acceptance by both teachers

and students. However, no attempt was made to determine the influences bf

f

the curriculum materials' on students' attainment of occupational survival



ski]ls or on.their.AttitudeS .06fteptiOns, and motivations toward work.

.3?

CurriculuM materials and.teaching methods that 'purport to help prepare

Students fo,'Work need to:be.,evalUated.regardingtheir effectiveness and

Usefulness for particular groups of Students. It is unlikely that all cur -

riculum materials Will have-the same aPPropriatenessior all types of

..students.

To :provide_usefUl and practical information, evaluation of workrariented

curr'icul um.material s, must be rOd6r.:than the narrow.cOncept of measur
. . , .

,ment.ofi3rogress toward specified objectivs. Characteristics of the,',
.

le4rning:,environment, characteristics .of the learnersand theinteractiOn'

of students and teachers within that learningenvironment need to be des-

cribed. MeasUrement and prediction are useful in the evaluation of curri

culum materials, but description Aid ierpretation should alSo be a primary

concern. To be of practical value, an evaluation of curriculum-materials

muSt describe where and how,the materials are utilized; advantages and dis-

advantages of the materials as seen by those,involved directly; and how

students' knowledge of the content of the-purriculum materials and their

.attitudes:toward employment are affected.

Background of. the Study,

Focusing on the'need for career education curriculum materialsi Nelson

(1977) directed a:project to develop curriculum materials designed to offer

igh school students an o ortunityto develop attitudes, perceptions, and

motivations toward work. The curriculum modules entitled Methods and Materials

as a set of twelve related modules or i-)Kaependently.

for Teaching Occupational Survival Skills were designed to be used either
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The Occupational SurViVal Skills Project was Sponsored by,Ahe Research

and DeveiOpment,Section2 Department of Adult, Vocational'and Technical

Educationijilinois Office of Edricatiori, and conducted by the Department

Of Vocatibnal and7TechniCal Education, UniVersity The purpose

..0thiO$S prOject.waS to develop turriculUm materials for teachers to

Aietter.eq0ip high school studerits with the basic knOwledge competencies

and behaviors needed to maintain their future occupations successfully and

to cope with a changing occupational environment effectively..

Phase One of the OSS project consisted of four research studies de-
,

signed to provide basic information leading to the identification of the

skills and knowledge deemed necessary for occupational survival. O'Neil

(1976) studied worker perceptions of skills-necessary for survival in the

..

world of work:
4

Through consensus of respondents, the following skills
appeared to be extremely important for occupational
survival regardless of occupational cbssifications:

n

1) being dependable, 2) giving an honest
3) knowing what is expected of you., 4) maintaini
good health, and 5) managing time and materials e -
ficiently. Aside from these extremely important skills,
twelve additional,skills were identified. . ..as being

°important for occupational survival: 1) getting alOng
with People with a variety of personalities, 2) working
as a team member, 3) understanding written information,
4) having basic writing skills, 5) knowing your own
abilities, strengths and weaknesses, 6) being loyal to.
the organization fbr which you work, 7) making indepen.:.
dent decisions, 8) using initiative and imagination, '

9) locating information, materials and equipment,
10) working without 'close superviston,11) working, under
tension or pressure, and 12), adjusting to various work
situations (pp. 93-94).

This initial study was the foundation folkfurther research regarding the

opinions of students, parents and. school personnel concerning the teaching



Of occupational survival skills.

Scanlan (1976) determined theopinionstf studenfi and: d-parehiS con:

perning.the teathing'Of Occupational survival skills:. The following nine
, A

skills were ranked highly impor/tant: 1) basic speaking skills, 2) basic
\

arithmetic skills, 3) initiative/and ftmgination, 4) knowledge dfemploYer.

expectations, 5) getting along with, a variety of people, 6)\dependabilitY,

7) maintaining goodhealth, 8) bas-ic writing skills, and 9rPunctualitY.

This study dffered evidence,that teaching the above skills would receive

wfde'acceptance by both-students and parents

Frison11975) StUdied,-the opinions of school personnel (teacherS:;

counselors,'-.and administrators;) concerning-the teaching of occupational

survival skills. The, findings of the study offered evidence that school

personnel are in agreement with studen and parents as to the importanCe

of teaching Certain occu ional survival skills.

Richardson (1975) identified the instructional strategies teachers

would be most likely t%use to teach groups of skills necessary for sur-

vival in the world of Work. GrOup discussion:problem solving, demonstra

tions and supervised work experiences. were strategies° that were identified

by teachers most frequently. These strategies were identified by teachers

as being student centered and particidatory in nature.' Regarding the

teaching and subsequent student identification of personal values,'attitud7s

and exp4ctations, the group discussion strategy was identified by the

teachers as the most likely method to be utilized.

The, major task of Phase Two of the OSS project was the development of

16

\



instructional modules, for twelve curriculum areas. The following are the

instructional modules developed during Phase. Two of the OSS project:

1) Working.in Organizations, 2) _Motivation for Work, 3) Understanding Self,

4)- Interpersonal Relations, 5) Effective Communication, 6) Using Creativity

at Work; 7) Problem Solving, 8) Authority and Responsjbility, 9) Leadership,

10) Coping with -Conflict, 11) Coping with Change, and 12) Adapting and

'Planning for the Future.

The final report on Phase One of the OSS project (Nelson 1976) des-

cribed a module as a standardized and relatively independent unit of teach-

.ing-learning materials that is part of a set of related units. Each module

was detigned to inclUde.an,OverviewAf the tOpic module objectiVes, teaching,

learning strategies and activities, and supportive resource materials.

The MOdules were designed'mainly:fOr the teacher who would use-them as teach-
.

, .

ing guides.
4e

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of this study was to describe and to interpret the

-tnfluences of-the OCcupational Survival Skills Modules on selected Coopera-

tive OfficesOccupations, Special Needs, and CETA (CoMpiThensive Employment

and Training Act) students' attainment of ocCupational survival skills and

attitudes toward employment. Additional purposes were to determine:

1) the effect of amount of exposuft to the OSS Modules on students' attain-

ment of occupational survival skills and their attitudestoward. employment,

2) the relationship between attainment of occupational survival-skills and



.ir

attitudes toward' employment 3),the relati nshipl between the variables of

grade level sex, amount of work experience, socioeconomic status, work

plans,-, and, educational plans and students attainment of occupational sur-

vival'skills,and their attitudes toward employment, and.4) the differences

8

in studentS :and teacherS' opinions of the usefulness andeffectiveness. of

the-WS Modules..

The,threecategories of students seletted for the study tend to re-

;,Oresent theTbroad,*pectrum of students for WhOm the moduleswOuldlappear

to be most useful and effective. Selectionof these categories of students'

allowed for concentration on population characteristics such as age 'goals

and background rather than just on titles of programs. DescriptiOni,

interpretations, judgments and quantitative data collected were utilized

for generalilation to three different student populations with regard to

the effectiveness and usefulness of the Modules.

Limitations

The following limitations of this study shoul

,ating the results obtained:

1. Since this study followed the static group comparison design,

be consfdered qvalm-

there were limitations related to equi-valence of groups.

Student's. were selected as /participants in this study as intact

classtridoilLgroupS in a non = random Manner.

Udent responses may have been affected by the Anowledge that

they were involved in an experimental program.



Definition of Terms

Terms used in this study are defined operationally as follaS':

Occupational Survival Skills. The basic knowledge, traits, and com-

petencies an individual must possess in order to attain a meaningful, satis-

fying, and productive working career (O'Nep .1476).

Module. _A standardized and independentsunit of tOching-learning

materials that is part of p set of related units (Nelson, 1976).

Session. A lesson within a module that requires approximate) fifty

minutes to complete containing an objective, learning activity, and follow-

up section.



Review of Literature

leaching ikills. that are necessary forsurvival in thewonk.vorld.is

a' primary concerti of ,many educators. The need for Andividualto prepare .

ihemselves'for work will continue .6) manifest itself inothelluture as

variou§'changes''intjechnology bring about changes in,occuAtions. While

in 'schdol, individuals need to'be'given an oppdrtunity to formulate and

°develop attitudes toward work which will lead to-successfulperformance

on the job as they adapt to new work situtiois.

litft study is designed to describe the influences of the OSS Modules

on the attainment of.occupational survival skills and attitudes toward

empldlyment of selected high school students.# The infarmation presented

in this chapter identifies the relevant research and literatu e_boncerning,

the major aspects of the study. T ics are presented in the following

sequence:

1; The Meaning and Val,ue

2.. Attitudes Toward Wor

3. .TeachinT,Affective Responses-Toward Work.

4. Attitude Measurementl

5 Trends in CurricuiuM,yalUatiOn

The Meaning and Value of Work
t

The term "Work". means many things to different' people. Throughout Sr

history various meanings'have,beenassociated with work. Therefore, the

2 0



meaning different peopleassociate with work will vary considerably.

o

Kazanas, et al. (1973) reviewed the literature pertaining to the meaning

and value of work to determine the following factors that are inherent in

f a pragmatic definition of work:

1) Work.is,continuoUs an4.1eads to additional activity.

2) Work' results in'a production of goods and/or services

and in'sbme instances' carries the connotation of the

"efficient" production of goods or services.
V--

3) Work is perforMed fora personal purpose, but these

'purposes may be (a) intrinsic-performed for self-

satisTaction; and/or (b) extrinsic-performed for pay,

or to secure other forms of remuneration.

4) Work required physical and/or mental exertion.

5) Work is performed on a regular or on a scheduled basis.

6) Work has socio-psychological aspects in which certain

relations must exist. Among those arse: (a) the macro-

sociological aspect which deals with, the relations of

the'worker to the society as awhole; and (b) the micro-

sociological aspect which relates to the worker's re=

lationships within his immediate 'society of yellow

workers.

7) Work .involves 'a degree of constraint which is either

externally or internally applied (p. 6).

To be of practical value to a research study, any' definitionof work must

be'viewed in the context of the meaning and value of work possessed*

the.group of individuals being investigated.

In recent years, concern has,been expressed that young people entering

the work force may perceive the meaning and value of work differently than

did previous generations. The tractional work ethic was based on a variety



of religious, sbcial, and economic beliefs and assumed that work, or of
f

,itself, was good for people._ All honest work possessed dignity and 'worth.

in general, the related literatdre and research indicates a shift from the

.traditional work ethic to "a complex set of work values. 'Zytowski (1970)

pointed out that although these work )alues have not been defined clearly',

they appear to be extremely important to the development of satisfied,

workers. Barlow (1973) maintained that social changes-have not ruled out

the work ethic, but they have diminished greatly' the role of the famiTy

in providing work experience., ,

1.2

Hoyt, et al. (1573) maintained that it is becoming increasingly Clear

that our post-industrial society is gradually replacing the traditjonal

condpt of the work ethic with the concept of work values. According to

Kazanas, et al. (1973) "the loss'of the personal value of work in modern.

automated factories is reflected in 'the increased Worker absenteeism,

worker fru4,tration, feather-bedding and the'lack of importance workers

place on work h appeals to them to be meaningless (p. 7)." Parker

(1971) ,and cHoyt (19.3) s pported this notion by claiming that most people

in a modern industrial society associate work With .a means of earning .a

living. Mills (1953) argued that the primary value of work is only in

income 'statu$,,and power.

However, a pUmber of researchers have found that some personal values

are still satisfied through work. Parker (1971), found, that the yalue of

work has not been' restricted to earning the necessities of life% Goldhammer
.4)

.and Taylor (1972) also found broader implications for the value of work



than just financial reward. They stated that: "Work'has always had the,

potential of meeting 'more than the economic needs of Man. It also provides

4
a means of meeting the broader social'and psychological needs among which

are needs for social interaction, personal dignity, identification and

,humanrelationship's" (048). The importance workers place on the personal

value deriVed from work itself is emphasized a Department of Labor survey

of working conditions (Sheppard and,Herrick, 1972; Price, 1972) A national

sample of workers ranked work itself above pa, t as thf aspect of their job

,

&st needing,improvement.

The concept. that, work values have remained stable for' high school a

Youth was supported by Anderson and Bosworth (1970). They compared the

occupational values of ninth grade students in 1970 with the occupational

.0e-7

valuesAf ninth grade students in 1958. The findings indicated that the
/ ..

work valu6s of students over this pegiod of time haVe remained fairly stable.,

,
. N

To determine whether occupational level has an effect on work values, ...

Centers and Begenal (1966) studied whether-high level workers valued in-

trinsic factors and rbw level workers were extrirAically oriented. The

findings revealed that, white collar workers ,valued all the intrinsic items

more than the blue collar workers. Also, the blue collar workers valued

the extrinsic if ems significantly more than the white collar workers. The

researchers cbncluded\that "interpretidg our results in terms of Maslow's

need-tierarchy it could be said th0;r0diOduals in'the lower level occupa-
.

tiOns are more 'likely, to be motivated ,by, lower-order
,
needs because these

1

are not Sufficientlygraified to alloW higher order needs to become

prepotent" .(p, 197) .

1 , ,
t
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Using airmen and noncommissioned officers .in the U. S. Air ForCe,./.

alood (1969) conducted a
k

o elational study to. determine whether Protestant

Work.Ethic oriented persons experienced higher job satisfaction than non-
,

work otiented pe'rsons. The results-of the study indicated that tie more

an individual agreed with the work ethic, the more his degree of Job 'Satis-;

. .

'faction. Rather than 'job satisfactid influencing work, valUes, the author

, maintained that the work values prece e and influence job satisfaCtion.

In a study entitled Youth and th Meanins of Work (Gottlieb et al.,

19721-it was discovered that a changing work ethic was present among the

college students sUrveyee. The subjects placed an emphasis on the intrinsic

nature of their work as it related to other important aspects of their livO.

The subjects de-empha-sized the importance of money, power, and.social pres-
1 '7

tige and noted that work should be of greater persOnl significahce and of.
/.

greater value to society. The findings of the study, indicated a work

system that demanded more meaning and self-fulfillment from work. A signi-

ficant difference was reported. between the college students;and'theirfathers.-,H

The fathers plaCed eMOasig.on salary and security while the z011ege'studeOS

placed emphasis upon. the job itself and purposes of the work.

Attitudes .Toward Work

A number of researchers and authors have addressed the topic of attitudes

toward work. ,Considering that the attitude of an individual is probably

the most distinctive and)ndispensable concept in' American social psycho-

logy" (Allport, 1968, p. 59) itjs characterized 'by a

psycho-

degree of ambi-
.

Aufty and confusion in the literature VarioUS conceptsIncludirig ste6o-

,



typest.prejudice ethn0Cftntrism. opinions
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intentions, attraction and liking

have- been incorporated at different times uriderthe label oattftude.

'Fishbein.and Ajzen.(1975) suggested that the trrellisiOn of these various_

concepts undoubtedly has led to some of the confusion and ambiguity sur-

Tounding the concept of.attitude, alnd it is hardly simprising that few

investigators agree on an explicit definition of attitude.

Various definitions of attitude, representing different theoretiCal

viewpoints, have been forinulated: an effect for or against a psychological

object (Thurstone 191:1); a mental and neural state of readiness,' organized

through experience, exerting a directive and dynamic.influence upon the

individual's response to all objects and situations (Iiith whiCh it is related

(A11Port, 39$5); am implicit drive-Producing response consjdered socially

significant in the individual's society (Doob, 1947);'a multi - dimensional'`.
,

construct consisting of co nitive, affectiVe, and conative cOmponents:

(Smith 1947).

Khan and WeisS (T973) have attempted to prOide:andntegration of the

various definitions of attitude;

Despite the many ways in which attitudes are defined,
the commonality among the varions,lefinitions'is illus-,

"..trated by _noting that ,attitudes are selectively acquired
andtintegrated through learning and expOnences; that
they are enduring dispositions indicating response
consistency; and that positilrel or negative affect toward
a social or psychological object .represents the salient
characteristic of an attitude (b.. 761).

From a Practical viewpoint, attftudes can be termed as states of mind or

feelings toward something. Altitudes toward:work then, may be termed as
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states' of mind or feelings held by individuals concerning the'rol4 of work

in a society and in their everyday lives. Kroll, et al. (1970) indicated

that attitudes are functions of the environment and experienCes which the

individuals may incur: They stated that"attitudes are organized,and con

sistent modes of thinking, feeling and reacting to an object that evolves

4pugh evaluational interaction of individual and environment" (p. 13).

Super, et al. (1957) supported this'Concept of attitude development when

they,stated that attitudes ire affected-by the environment and are, to a

,14rge extent, a reflection o it. Attitudes are learned from the words

and actions of others who are significant to the individual and ftrom

various events.

YoganaraSimhih(1957) conducted astudy to determine some of the rele-

vant factors whid influence the development of work attitudes. ,05ingpre-
,

yiOus research performed by Super,U a base, the stu y determined that

socioeconomic and family patterns were important and th t Crystallization

of work values probably occurred during adolescence.
4

UsingTerzberg' --s motivation (intrinsic)hygiene (extrinsic) theory,

Malinousky and Berry (1965) surveyed blue collar workers to determine Which

variables were positively related to job satisfaction. In their findings,

the authors implied that occupational,level has an effect on work attitudes.

Higher level occupational groups tend to place prime importance on motivator

aspects of the work setting which affordfopportunities for personal growth

(promotions, challenging work, etc.). In contrast, semi-skilled and unskilled



blue collaryorkers are very.concerned about and dependent upon hygiene
R.

elemehtS in their work,environment(salary,'work conditions, etc.).

The conclusion that many young people are not developing attitudes t

ward work from theirnvironment or fr'om significant others or events was

expressed by Bottoms (1972):.

Work asan activity has become increasingly
less a part of the lives of youth until now
it is chiefly an activity engaged in behind
fences and brick walls.. Too often the re-
sults have been that many youths are reach-
ing the age for entering work without.. .

the job attitudes. . .necessary for job

success. . .(p. 16).

, Bottoms (1972) pointed out that Fulmer, in a study of 232 occupations in

Louisville, Kentucky, confirmed that work attitudes were one of the major

prerequisites for many jobs.

Teaching Affective Responses Toward Work

The responsibility for orienting people to the world of work rests

increasingly more with the schools. This responsibility was stressed by

Hoyt (1972) and by an American Vocational Association and National Guidance

Association position'paper (1973). Venn (1964) pointed out that "technology

has created a new relationship between man, his education and his work, in

which education is placed squarely between man and his work." This new

relationship was supported by Bottoms (1972):

The need for the school to initiate activWes
signed to meet the,career development needs of youth
at different age l'evels is supported by several
changes'that have and are occurring in our society.

17
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First, as our society has progressed from a
simple to an exceedingly complex society, we
have virtually eliminated the traditional means
by which adolescents 'deyelop into working
adults. In,former years youth wfereconstantly
surrounded by and early involved in work. How-

ever, with the passing of the agrarian culture
. .work as an activity has become increasingly

less a part of the lives of youth until now it
is chiefly an activity engaged in behind fences
and brick walls. (p. 6). . .

Bdrow (1966) has concluded that formal education has become more important

as the social structure has changed.

Many writers and researchers have concluded that the schools have no,

fulfilled their responsibility. Bailey and 8tadt (1973)'contended that
_ k

"the school's responsibility for assisting individuals wittecareer planning,

decision-making, and preparation for entrance into employment has been

almost totally ignoAd." Marland (1972a) stated that there is increasing

segregation between students and the world of work and that many students

have little or no formal contact with, or preparation for the, world of

work,

Swanson(1967) found evidence that there are problems in the'transi7..

--don froksOlool tomork; He foundthat:pOor attitudes toward. Work And
. . .

Workingi, lack ofxesponSibility And matUrity;. and la&of-knoWledge:of_the_

real demands of work were each reported by more than fOrty percent of the

study sample,

AcCordingto the concept of Job ReadinesS Posture(AssoCiates for

Research in Behavior, Inc 1975) there: are three conditions thatOutt be'

11?



met before individuals can be considered "work ready" Dr able to make the

transition from training to work successfully% First, individuals must be

proficient at a saleable skill for which there are job-opportunities avail-

able. Second,, the potentiaf workers must be able to cope with barriers

which would prevent them from going to work. Examples of barriers to work

would be medical problems or lack, of parental acceptance. Third, individuals

.19

:must perceive a net personal gain from going:to work. The,last two conditions

involve the potential workers' perceptions of the attractiveness of work

and the personal losses and barriers involved in going to work. These

three factors (attraction, loss, and barrier) comprise the individual's

job readiness'posture. The researchers concluded that "these conditions

for apply to all individuals who are transitioning to a

fUlbemOloyed status regardless of whether they were greviOu-sly employed,

unemployed, underemployed or students" (p. 16). The job readiness posture

may then, be defined as a trainee's attitudes, perceptions and motivations

'as they have impact on his Dr her ability to obtain and maintain a job

(Associates 'for Research in Behavior, Inc. '1973).

A special task force reported to the Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare (Work in America 1972) that most young people simply do not know

what to expect from work or what work will require them to give. The re-

port maintains that the schools can dispel some of the resulting unreal ex-

pectations about work that are held by many young people, thus avoiding much
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of the frustration and disappointment they feel upon entering the work force.

and educa-According to the report, when the, nterrelationship&between.work

explored, the follOwing.shortcomings become evident:

1. The market value of education has driven out its
other values. One consequence "of this his been
to require needlessly, ever-higher credentials
for the same work.

. Jobs have failed to change in step with the in-
creased educational attainments and concomitant
aspirations of the new work force.

Vocational education in the high schools has ,
failed to give students usefulskills or place
them in satisfying jobs.

We have largely.neglected the educational needs
of older workers.

The shcools themselves are a workplace, influ-
enced by, and'influencing, other workplaces.
As such, the schools would benefit from .a rede-
sign of their work.

. The high schools have not yet discovered a proper
role for themselves to play in "career education"

(p. 134).

These shortcomings bave special implication for vocational educatr who

have the responsibility of developing workers.who can perform successfully

on the job with satisfaction to themselves and their employers. Tbe short-

comings are also of special importance to the entire career cation move

ment which is based on the idea that students must be given the opportunity

to develop positive attitudes toward work and choose a career which is

commensurate with their interests, and abilities. An individual's attitude \`-.J.

toward the meaning and value of work is an important factor in satcessful

adjustment fran school to work.



Many recommendations have been made for educators to teach work atti-

tudes. Khan and Weiss (1973), have stated that in terms 'of formal responsi-
.

bility for the development of appropriate and healthy social and educational

attitudes, the school along with the family has-bden seen as the primary

institution for teaching desirable affective tendencies. According to the

American Vocational Association Task Force reporting .on career education,

the responsibility of career education is to help individuals to develop:

"favorable attitudestoward the personal, PUchOlogical, social and.economic
.

..signifitance of work. (and). ,knowledge,:skill and attitudes necessary Ibr:

entry Nand success in a, career" (1972, p. 12).

Statements of objectives for formal education indicate that attitudes

constitute important outcomes of education. Marland (1971b) emphasized the

need for positive work attitudes and stated that the function could be per-

formed by career, education. Bottoms (1972) stated that.-"the total schOol

should be involved in the creation of an environment wherein students do,

fact, acquire skills, knowledge, understanding and attitudes necessary for

career-development" 16)t Osjpow.(1972) supported the development of

programs to help people develop attitudes enabling them to mall better de-

sisions concerning work. He stated tnai "general attitudes toward work

itself can be elicited, shaped, refined and internalized all of which will

permit the individual to potentially deal,more effectively with the vocational

development tasks at the tine when these become more incristent and overt",

(p. 16): Herr (19604 indicated that direct and systematic methods of develop-

ing students' attitudes about themselves and occupations are nedded in United



States education in addition to the development of marketable skills.

The affective outcomes of education have been emphasized in.the litera

ture and research relating to the process of evaluating instructional and

counseling programs. Bovee (196A) conducted a study using two exPgrimental

groups,. one with pre - counseling plus counseling and thepiather with counseling

only, as compared with an uncounseled control group. He repoked significant

gains in vocational attitude maturity for the two experimental groups.
.

Gilliand, (1966) performed.a sipilar study involving a treatment consisting

of thirty-six Ong-hour weekly group 'counseling sessions in which the subjects

disc6ssed.their feelings abdut school and work. Significantly greater gains

,
.

in attitude maturity were .obtained for the experimentalroup when compared

with the contrOlgroup.

SuppOrt has been found for the hypothesis-that occupational information

will increase vocational attitude maturity .(Goodson, 1969). In a study show--

ing television4resentations of occupational informatibn to elementary and

junior high school students, Beinaber and Case, (1972) reported significantly

. .

more positive attitude's. among the*Students after vigWin0J'the. presentations

than. before viewing'bie presentations.

However, Khanndnd WeisS.(1973) suggest thAt:in practice most classroom
.

V

teaching is concentrated' on the aChievement ofcognitive,objectives. They

maintain that .the assumption is often made that students mill-atquire rele-

'vant-affective' responses is a result ofeognitive'learningS,

affective responses toward work are to bOohfgved as. a:result of,th6 educa-

.

tional process, relevant:forplal learning sltilations have to be developed and
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4 the effects of such* learning exper)-ences will have to be appraised systema-
,

tically. Schools can meet their responsibility by inclu6ding deliberate
,

,

strategies for teaching affective responses toward 'work within educational

programs.

Kazpnas, et al. (1973) after reviewing and synthesizing the literature

regarding the meaning, and value of work, stated that:
J

It appears that there is a growing concern among

many social scientists, writers, educators, leaders
in industry and labor, and others that the yoUth of

America today may not be developing a meaningful'
and well-defined "workre-thic"s was consistently
apparent in olden generations.' (Also) It is be-
coming increasingly clear that more problems will
arise as students; ake the transition frOm school
to work; thus the responsibility of the school to

provide more emphasis on the value :of work in the
eurriculum(s) for all students will tend to increase

(14). 56' -57).

The authors also ylaCed emphasis on the role of vocational and:technical

education to reduce the2."shock" inAhe transition from school-to work and
4 _

make this transition as smooth as possible.

Education has become one of, the major institutions in society cha`rged

with the responsibility for. preparing people for -work. Affective responses

toward work must be taught because the work which people do dete,rmines to a

great extent their psychological, social and economic security and theit

satisfaction in life.

Attitude Me.alirement

t--jThe emphagis of'much of the present-day curriculto 'development is on

the, need to change or develop attitudes of' students. Tawney (1976) main-

tained that this emphasis has emerged as curriculum development has attempted

to cater to students in the lower ability ranges. Much of the emphasis on
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teaching and developing positive altitudes toward work has emerged from the
1 1

career education movement (Harland, 1971; Bottoms, 1972; Osipow, 1972; Herr,

1969; Hoyt, 1973).

The central problem in assessing attitudes is that the link between

professed aftitudes and actual behavidr may not be straightforward. TawneY.

(1976) Supported this contention when he stated "research has show that atti-

tudes measured by pen-and-paper tasks' predict but poorly, decisions made in

real life. Actions are detefmined by group' expectations, the individual's

perception of the importance of the action for his own well-being, and other

social considerations" (p. 67). Recognizing theseproblems Campbell and

Fiske (1959) have recommended that researchers attempt to obtain the same

information by using different kinds of methods to check on the possibility

that the data collected may simply be a reflection of the methods of measure-

ment.

Different techniques of data collection on attitudes of individuals are

available. In,a review of research published between 1968 and 1970, IFishbeins

and Ajzen (1972) found more than 500 different procedures'designed to measure,

attitudei. However, 'the measurement of attitudes has traditionally involved

the use of attitude scales on which individuals indicate their degree of

agreement with various statements.' The most frequently used procedure (Khan

.

-and7Welts;-1973) for measuring attitudes has been the administration of

;:tollection of quettions or statements to individuals. A variety Of.methodS

fortcaling attitude.statements and scoring responses has been-developed:
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gne general method of attitude scaling has been presented by Thurstom

(1927).' The Thurstone,method employs subjects who act is:judgesof the

Jelative favorableness of attitude statements.. These already scaled stater

Tents are then Presented to the'subject whose attitude is to be assesSed,

The bask assumption of the Thurstone method is that the values obtained

from one sample of judges will be the same as the values obtained froM another

sample of judgments: Research ha's shown that-as-long as the judges :areAlot'

extremists on the .partiCular attitude continuum, this assumption is.. generally

- true.

Another method of attitude scaling, called summated ratings, was de
N,

veloped by Likert '(1932). Attitude statements are given a value determined

fl'om the data from the sample of persons whose attitudes -arebeing studied.

Triandis (197i) summarized the Likert method of summated ratings into the

following steps. A number of statements a0e given to a sample of individuals

like those who are to be studied. Subjects are asked to respond to each
_

statement in terms of a five-point scale defined by the alternatives:

(a) strongly agree, (b) agree, (c) uncertain, (d) disagree and (e) strongly

disagree. The responses of the individuals are first scored a priori_

using the investigator's best judgment of whether the statement is positive

or negative toward the attitude object. The most favorable 25 percerit and

the least favorable 25 percent of the iridividuals are then separated into a

favorable and unfavorable goup. These groups are reasonably pure and con-

sist of individuals who know where they stand in relation to' an attitude

object. The responses of the favorable group to each attitude ,statement are
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then compared with,the responses of the unfavorable group. If the attitude

statement is a good one it will discriminate significantly betWeen'the

two groups,

The.twenty'br so most discriminating items constitute the Likert Scale.

The scale can then be given to the sample of subjects to be studied, whose'

attitude scoras cab be computed. :Responses to each item are scored from

I to 5. Strong agreements with favorable items are given a score. 0 5'.
.

and strongdisagreements with these, items are given 6,score,of 1: Scoring

is reversed for unfavorable items so thatdisa#eeMent with an unfavOrable

)item results in a high score (Fishbein, 1975). LikertIs method bf summated

'ratings attempts to erisure that ambiguous statements as well as StateMents,,,,
r

that elicit responses based on factors other than the attitude umder con

sideration are eliminated.

A third method of measuring attitudes scalogram analysit, was developed

:,by Guttman (1944) to check ;the unidimensfonality of a.setof attitude

statements. Using the Guttman scale, if it is known that a person endorses

a veryjavorabie item, there is no need to check whether less favorable

items have been endorsed; it follows from thelature of the scale that less

favorable items would, also be endorsed. Given a set of attitude statements

that forM a Guttman scale, an individual who obtains a higher rank or score

than another person must rank just as high or higher than the other person.

4'
on every item. The. Guttman technique involvesdhe analysis of the re.,

sponses of approximately 100'individuals.to a::set Of attitudestatements.

AhinconsiStent judgment'occUrS'when a f:fersoOlhO'has accepted several highly



able. Statements that produce too.many cons6tent

'7 .--t,

judgments are. assumed

: favorable statements also accepts a statement that ft.assuMed to be un'tnvoN:.
,

.

4,

to belong a different attitude continuum fro that of the majority of

the statements and are eliminated:Om fOrther consideration, The elimina,.

27-

tion of statements in this manner results in an attitude scale comprised of.,.

Subjects to be studied'!.
. statements that give very few inconsistent answers.

can be asked to respond to these items by agreeing or disagreeing, and it

is Possible to place :them unambigttouply on the attitude continuum.

/
The scale-discrimination method of attitude scaling (Edwards and

-Kilpatrick, 1948) combines Thurstone's and Likert'S, procedures for evalua-,

ting the discriminatory power of indifidual items aPd Guttman's criteria of

scaability (Khan and Weiss, 1973). fhe resulting statements should be

unambiguous discriminating, and fall on a unidiMensional continuum.

Recent13;, a new approach to the investigation of attitudes, the semantic

differential technique, has groWn in use. The semantic differential tech-

nique (Osgood, Suci'andTannenbaum, 1957) was developed origfnally for

measuring the meaning of conceOts. The semantic differential has been strong-
_

ly-recommended for attitude meaUl-plient because of its ease of_construction

-and vers4114Y,for'Measuring. the affective components of attitudes (Fi shbein ,"

1967;j1eise, 1970). The subject is asked to react to an object; per!on, or

concept on a series of scales bound by polar diectives. Three major inde

pendent dimensions underlie the judgments made by subjects: evaluation

(the object is good, fair, clean, etc.) potency (the Object is strong, large,

powerft9, etc.), and activity (the object is fast, active, etc.). Using

these a1es, it is possible to measure the affect experienced by the, sub-

ject toward the object, person, or concept.



nothei%meanS of assessing attitudes is. the use of a questionnaire.

A closed question provides the indiVidual With a set of response cate-

'gories and requires that the person choose the alternative most clearly

in agreement with'' his or her OM attitudes. The open-ended item requires

that the individUal respond in his or her own words (Wentling and Lawseh,
4

1975) . Attitudinal =data collect:ed. through the use of a questionhaire is

ofteirsupplemented by conducting interviews with respondents. According

to Tawney (1976) "the mainstay of all feedback the personal interview. .

(and)i could justly be regarded as the bas-01,c technique of evaluation

(pp. 60-61). I $

' t

a

Within the contftt of curriculum evaluation,' methe measurent of atti-

tudes has become an increasingly iMp7Itant activity. This emaphsis has

emerged as curriculum develtpers strife to in rease motivation within the

schools and develop more effective le rning eI eOences. Evaluators,

therefore, not only want to knew; what attitudes are toward the

curriculum material t and the subject, abut more important, whether attitudes

have changed because of the introductioh of th curriculum material's:::
If

in Evaluation

The process of educational innovation:Ns undergone considerable change

during the 'Oast' twenty years, A revieW::Of .the iterature indicates : that a

e ,
parallel change in the methodology :of evaluation has ,occurred-:. :. New cop- .

. Opts and ways of:thinIcingaboui evaltatietV have emerged.' Many, of

611cepts' are di rectly aOoliCable to curriculum ev luation. ancreffer rele- .

vant,perspectives'oncurricUl um evahation as a Ifil Aamenta`aspect of Cur,-

'.4,
ricUltim deVelopment;,

kJ



The literature regarding curriculum and program evaluation indicates

. ULthat,the emerging characteristics definitions, and ideas out'evalnation

are changing'significantly. A traditional-definition limited,-eValuation

29

, - . , .. ,. ',
,

to professional judgment, such as the:judg0g:Of.aletsokplan:byan:expOrt..'

Another common definition maintained that eValUation..Wes the-comParis*Of:

,student performance to specified:objectiVet-ordesireOmpetencieSentling.

andtaWson, 1975).

Recently, two more widely accepted definitions of evaluation which are
- .

.

less limiting have been proposed. The Phi Delta Kappa Commission n-on EValO

ati6v-StatedEyaluation-it the process of delineating, collectingand

providing information ueful'f0Audging deCision.alternatives"AStufflebeam,

tat 1971.x. This definition'emphatizet'evaluatiOn'fOr decisiOnMaking

and necessitates close communication and .a sound working relationship between

evaluator and decision maker. The Phi Delta Kappa definition makes a dis-

tinction between the role of the evaluator and the role of,the decision

maker. The evalUator does not make judgments but is viewed as an information

gatherer.

A quite different definition d(evaluation offered by Worttien'and

'Evaluation is the

determination of the worth of a thing. Itincludes obtaining information

Sanders (1973) focuses more on evaluator judgment:-

()rouse .tfl Jud9in9:the;:wOrth of a program, prdduct, procedure, or objectiV

° or the potential ,utility of aAernatt46-006aChes designed to attain

specifTed objectives'," This.definition?pf.:evalUation-suggests
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ation is concerned with not only the systematic collection of data bUt also

the.analysis of data to determine the worth of both program processes and

products. Both the Phi Delta Kappa and Worthen and Sanders.definitions

'require-the bollection and reporting of evalUati e data The 1.1n/differ-'

ence between the definitions lies. in hoW the resU is are a sented to the

deciSion makers either as data alone or data accompanied by judgments of

worth. These definitions are pertinent to 'the following central issues of

curriculum evaluation: (1) the purpose' of curriculum evaluation, and (2)

the appropriate strategy for curriculum evaluation.

-To clarify the purpose of curriculum evaluation, Scriven (1967) at

tempted to classify various evaluation strategies by making a distinction

between the goals of evaluation and the roles of evaluation. Evaluation

goals always include the estimation of merit, worth or value of the cur-

riculum product. On the other hand,. the roles of evaluation can vary con-

siderably, One role of evaluation may be to aid in the process of,curri-

culum development. In keeping with this method of classifying eValuation

strategies, Scriven distinguished between summative evaluatibn (the deter-

mination of worth of a finished product). and formative evaluation',/(evalu-

ation used to improve the product'while it is still fluid).

Concerning the purpose of eValuation-, Steele (1973) identified the

.IfollOwing as valuable new ideas concerning evaluation: first, prograth

evaluation is a process rather than a procedure. 'Evaluation fpmOtt4Useful

Wile0.1tHit appljed\as:a process or way of decision making. :second,,

evaluation .is more than examining the achievement ofobjectivet: Astessing.

40
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the extent to which-instructional programs attain their objectives is not

the only dim i son of evalua on Evaluators are beginning to look beyond

the accomplishment of stated objectives to'the worthiness of the objectives

themselves and to unanticipated program outcomes.

WitK%regard to appropriate strategies for curriculum evaluation, most

specialists In educational testing and measurement believe that the impact

ot a curriculum can be evaluated through the use of measurement instruments.

Manyaevaluation specialists do not agree that this strategy of curriculum
% .

evaluatiOn is appropriate. Stake (1967a) maintained that the,fluidity o:F

our-experiments and the,bluntness of our instruments deny 'us the capability

of measuring either the quantity or quality of impact. Effort should be

channeled toward observation and judgment rather than attempting to improve

the precision of measurement: According to Stake,,a complete evaluation

consists of two types of data; (1) objective descriptions of goals, en-

vironments, personnel, methods, content, and outcomes, and (2) personal

judgments as to the quality and appropriateness of these elements.

An evaluation should be designed to generate both descriptive and

judgmental data. Both description and judgment are essential (Stake, 1967b)7

n, fact, they are the two basic acts of evaluation. Scriven (1967) main -

tained
14"

.

that the evaluator is best qualifiedto judge and, therefore, must

be' the one to make judgments. However, this position is reasonable only

if it is assumed that evaluator judgments reflect the judgments of indivi-

duals who are actually using the,curridulum materials in the classroom.
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Evaluator judgment during' an evaluation should be a syntheSisof the composite

teacher and student judgments that have been collected., In thiS'respect;
.

the eValuator is assigned the task of collecting, sorting and Synthesizing

,

information.

Grobman (1968) categoriZed the most frequently used curriculum evalu-

-ation strategies as reViewS; school viSitsi, teacher feedback, questionnaires',

and tests. NcUrriculum evaluation' should include clasSroOm visits for the

purposes of obtaining direct feedback and collecting general impressions.

Interviews may also be arranged with students on an individual or group basis

to obtain students' .reactions to Curriculum materials. 'Teachers may be asked

to writefrequdnt periodic reports, eithdr structured or open-ended in

nature; regarding new curriculum materials. ValUable.information can be

gained from queStionnaires tompleted by:students.; parents, and various school

personnel (Giobman, 1968).

Recent changes and development in evaluation strategy appear to have

resulted in two originally distinct approaches tending to converge. On one

hand,'the inadequacy of the "measurement of objectives" approach gave rise

to strategies wig) more emphasis on qualitative description. On the other

hand, criticisms of "evaluatiop byOinion" led to,strategies in which more

objective judgments are made (Harlen, 1976).' While there are a number of

differentapproaches to evaluation, a single.approath may not be adequate by

All of the possible approaches to evaluation are not known, 'lleither

has the best approach to evaluation, been identified.

1.

r

4 4::
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This review of various areas of literature has shown that an indiviAual's

'attitude towardemployment is an important factor in successful adjustment

from school to work. Literature has been reviewed which indicates that

education has become one of the major institutions in society charged with

the responsibility of preparing people for work. Inconclusive results re-

garding what is 'needed to influence students' attitudes, perceptions, and

motivations toward employment increase the importance of determining the

effect uponIstudentst vocational attitude maturity of the Occupational Sur-

vival Skills Morlules used in this study. A number of possible approaches

to evaivatiOn have been reviewed. Chapter III of this study presents the

approaches utilized to determine the influences of the OSS Modules on attain-

ment of occupational survival skills,and attitudes_toward employment of

selected groups of high school students.

43



CHAPTER III

Execution of the Study

The experimental research design utilized in this study is termed the

static-group comparison. In this design, a group that has experienced'a

treatment is compared with one which has not for the purpose of establishing

the effect of the treatment (Campbell and Stanley, 1963). This design was

/selected because random selection of subjects was impractical in that the

treatment involved a classroom situation for a pdriod of appyoximately

fifteen weeks.

Qualitative data were collected throughout the study by observation o

.4nd interviews with participants. These data were used tostipPlement,

verify or further explain quantitative data collected. Characteristics

of the learning environment, characteristics of the learners, and the

interaction of students and teachers within that learning environment are

described. The approaches utilizedin this study toceval the effeCti ve-

ness and usefulness of the OSS Modules were designed to identify the advao-

tages and disadvantages of the materials as seen by those involved directly,

and to identifY how students' attainment of occupational .survival skills

and their attitudes toward employment were affected.

Participants

Students-from the following program groups were selected to participate

in the study:

1 . Co perative Office Occupations ,



Special Needs (SeCondary Work Experience Program ) 4

3. Comprehensive EmplOYMent and TraintngAct (C.ETA:

StudentsfrOM these:threeprogram.groUpt were saleCtedjpecause they tend to

represent the broad speCtrum Ofstudentsr;whom the Occupational SurviVal

Skills (OSS1%ModUles would appear to be most useful and effective. By

concentrating on these three categories of students, the descriptions,

interpretations, .judgments and quantitative data collected during the study

Were used to make generalizations ,to three different studPnt Populations.

One-teacher from. each of the program groups who had expressed 'a desire to

use the Modules in class, wasselected to.participate in the study,

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conduCted in three hIghschools in Illinois to deter-.

Mine the appropriateness of items included in the student data sheet and to

determine the; viability of the Occupational Survival Skills Information

Test (OSSIT). The piTot study also provided an opportunity to review and

revise observation and interview forms as well as student and teacher opinion.

naires and to determine the procedural steps and time Involved in adminis-

tering the instruments.

Research Procedures

Two classes of Cooperattve Office Occupations Special Needs, and CETA

students utilized theOSSJModules in addition) to, 'or in place of, other

curriculum materials during a period of approximately fifteen All

of the sessions contained within the OSS Modules were utilized'oh one 'class
. .

of each program group. In the second class of each program group .teachers



selective regarding which sessions were used.

Qualitative data from classroom' observations and interviews with parti-

cipating teachers and students. were collected by the investigator through-

out the fifteen week period. Opinionnaires were completed by teachers and

students at the conclusion of the fifteen week period to provide both:'

q6ntitative and qualitative summary data The Occupational Survival Skills

Information Test (OSSIT), designed to measure the attainment of occupational

survival skills, and the Career Maturity InventoryAttitude Scale (CMIAS)

(Crites, 1973a),'utilized to measure attitude toward employment, were Alin-

istered'to the students in all six classes at the conclusion of the'fifteen

week period. the OSSIT and CMIAS were alsb administered to three comparative

classes (one f om:each program group) to Atermine any apparent differences

in attainment of occupational surviValskills and attitudes toward' employment

'tetween students who had been exposed to the.OSS.MOduies and qudents who

had not been taught any of the OSS Modulesigure-IC,Illustratethe differ-

ient-groups of StudentsWho paftitipated in the study and their exOsilre',-to:

the OSS Modules.

A.
taught all of
the sessions
from the OSS.

:Modules

:Instructional Method

B

taught those tes-..'

Sions froM the:OSS
Modules selected by
their teachers

Program Group

1. Cooperative Office.

Occupations

Special .Needs

CETA

Figure ,l.

C

not taught
any of the
'OSS Modules

Participants in the studigrOUped-by:program andinitructiohal method.



Instrumentation

The instruments used tO.colleCt d

.effectiveness Of the OSS Modules were. the Career Maturity InventOry

Attitud&Scale (CMIAS) ( Crites, 1973a) (Appendix.A) and the Occupational

for this study regarding the

Survival Skills Information Test IOSSIT) (Appendix B). The OSSIT was

developed as part of this study o: biographical data^and to obtain

ta measure ofttudentsi attainmen of occupational survival skills. The

OSSIT was used to collect the following biographical data for each student:

1, .grade level

2. sex

3. amount of,Work experience

4. socioeconomic status,. as measured by the occupatioR,of the

student's head of household

5. work plans

6. educational plans

Test items designed to assess the students' attainment of occupational

survival skills were formulated at the knowledge, comprehension, application,

and analysis levels of the cognitive,domain'of the ,Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives'(Bloom, 1956). .Figure 2 illustrates the content design for item

formatio The nine OSS ModuleS were used.as column headings for construc-

ting test items. The.row headings are the first four levels of the cogni-

tivedomain. An excess number of items was developed at each' of the four'

levels Of cognitive learning for each of the nine OSS Modules, The developers
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Aetermine the fifty-four items to be included in the reduced version of. the

instrument used in the study. A matrix of student responses to each-item

by fifths was utilized to determine the frequepcy of students within each

fifth who answered each alternative and who omitted the item. 'This infbrma-

tion was helpful in pbinting out what distractors or incorrect alternatives,

were not successful because: they were not plausible answers and few.

or no students chose the.alternatiVe, or b) too many students.; especially

students...in.:the-top fifths of'the distribution,,chose the incorrect alterna-'.

tive instead of the correct response.. For the most part, items were selecte&

that resulted in students in the top fifths answering .ihe:correct response

more fivouehtly then students in'the lower :fifths and students in the lower-

r

more

fffthS','answering the incorrect alternative more frequently than StPdents

the top fifths, . A few itemsthat performed pborly.statistically were

vised and retained in the instrument betause the:iteMS' were:Considered-to

add to the validity of the instrument.

Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 internal° consistency estimates were cal-

culated from test data to establish reliability of the instrument% TeSt

data were collected from the three program groups in the study separately

and jointly. Results are shown in Table 1.

The Career Maturity InventoryAttitude Scale (CMIAS) (Crites; 1973a)

was used to assess students' vocational attitude maturity. The attitude

scale is comprised of fifty descriptive items'including the folloWing con-

cepts; thechoioe'process, orientation toward work, lhde,

Pendence in: decision- Oreferepte forbareer,thaite fabtors, and con-



a.

Table L. Internal Consistency ,Estimates on the Occupational Survival

Skills Information .Test'..

40

Program_ Group

Cooperative Off i ce Occupations. 54.

Special Needs 22

CE'TA 37

All groups combined 1130

Internal Consistency Estimates

.84

.72

:86

_87

ceptions of the choice process. Students indicate their agreeMent Or disagee,

ment. by answering true or false to each statement. Avocational: attitude

maturity score is derived for each student by totaling the number of re-

sponses made. which are in agreement with those responses .made by the criterion

group from which the scoring key was:developed.

Content validity is evidenced by the selection of items which embody

all of the concepts listed above. These items and the concepts on which .they

were based were deduced explicitly from the central concepts in career de-

Yelopment theory.

The. CMIAS is useful in evaluating the outcomes of career education and

other didactic programs and interVentive experiences ( rites, 1973c). Ac-

.cording to Crites (1973b), individuals who are:mature in their attitudes
4

also-tend to be more successful 'on the job (r 19, p < .05) (Cox 1968)

where the latter was a comPoSiieViterion of 1) extent to whicti the job



was related to previous raining,.. 2) job satisfaction, 3

tainty that his job was best for ,h4m, 4) job earnings, and',5) job stability.

As predicted in career development theory, then.,; the CMIAS as a measure of

one aspect of career maturity,is related -to they outcomes of coping with the

a worker:s,cer-

: . .

problems of preparing for and progreSsingjn the world O'rwork (Crites:,

197,3C).

Criterion-related validity has been established by obtaining a signi

ficant correlation with the Occupational Aspiration Scale (Miller lad Hailer,

(1967) obtained an r1964) In a group of ninth graders (n = 79), BathorY

of .39 (p < .01). Criterion-related validity has also been establisjied by

obtaining a significant torrelapon with the Readiness for Vocational

Planning Scales (Gribbons and Lohnes). Cdat& (1966) found an r of .38

(p < Construct validity was established by finding significant tela-

tionships with variables.to which, theoretically, the CMIAS should be related

and finding the instrument to be unrelated to variables to which it should

pot be related.

Reliability of th6 CMIAS was established bylthe followin means..

ternal consistency esti-Mates mere.calculateC(Kuder-Richardson Formula 20)

on item data collected from stu'dents in grades six thro gh twelve of the

standardization sample. On the average, the coefficj nts obtained (.74)

were comparable to other instruments similar to the CMIAS (Super and Crites,

1962). The results are consistent with theoretical expectation, since the

instrument was designed to measure related but not identical clusters of
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career attitudes. Consequently,,the internal consistency would t be ex-

_pected to be as high as that of a more homogeneous measure such a a special

aptitude test. The stability of the CMIAS (r = .71 for n of 1648 'n grades 6

through 12) was obtained with.a one year interval between pretests rid :post-

tests' (Crites, 1973c).

bl'order to gather information concerning the opinions of teachers and

studen4,regarding the usefulness and effectiveness of the OSS Modules, two-
.

opinionnaires were developed. Teachers participating in the study were asked

to complete. the opinionnajre entitled. Teachers' Opinions of the Occupational

Survival Skills Modules (Appendix C) . Students participating in the study

were asked to complete the opinionnaire entitled Students' Opinions of the

occuatioraisLansticymn (Appendix D). Both teachers, and students

were asked to respond to,statements1ConcerOng the OSS Modules as to whether

they agreedstrongly, agreed,4isagr'deth-or disagreed strongly with each

statement. In addition"toAheWfiXedesponse items, :both opinionnaires-:,

included-Preo'resionse items that':OferedbothteaChers and students_ ari-*por-7

tunityto, express opinions:that we0 not obtained by the fixed reSponseiteMs.

Both:-Ppini7ohnaires were administereCafteriStudents and te6Chers had.c*'

pleted use of the OSS Modules.:.

In addition to administering the opinionnaireihree days of observa-

.tions were conducted at each site by the investigator. The first observa-

tion was conducted shortly after the teacher and students began using the

OSS MOules. A secon4 observation was conducted at Oproximately the mid-
4 .

poi4 and a third visit was made after students and teaalers had completed 2'



use of the OSS Modules. A written record of ongoing events, transactions,

and informal remarks was maintained with respect to both the manifest and.'

latent, features of each classroonOtisit by.the investigator us3ng.the'

Observation Guide (ApperiOk E) .

43.

At the time of these observations, informallinter0eWs.with both teachers

and students were conducted. ,krecord of theSe interviews waS maintained by

''using:4he Teacher Interview Form (Appendix F). Or'the Stude t Interview Form'

(Appendii(:$):. The observations And,interviewS,were conducted to Oed 0.0.7

tional insight on quantitative data collected during the study.

Research Questions, Hyp.otheses, and Methods of Analyses

At the outset of the_study a number of genera:k,research questions were

posed. Where specific hypotheses could be constructed, they are stated

along with a brief rationale.

Question 1. To what extent do participants in the study who are members 0

different program groups differ in attainment of occupational

survival skills?

Hypothesis 1:' Program group ,, Cooperative Offite OccuPAions

students, will score significantly higher than
. .

"
program 'group 2; Special ..Needs. st6dentS..t1...and...bOth

program, groups -:-and 2 will ScoreSignificantly

higher than .programilgrOur3, CETPCStUdents, on

the OSSIT,

QUeStion 2.. To what ,extent do students partiepatingin:ther,study Who .have,

been taught ' the OSS Modul ee di ffer in attai n,MW

.
. .

survival skills from students who have not been taught he OSS

Modul;s?

=



Question 3. When teachers are given a choice of which sessions from the OSS

Modules to select for use in their classes to what extent do

students participating in the study who have been taught selected

sessions differ in attainment of occupational survival skills

from students who have been taught all of the sessions within

the OSS Modules?

Hypothesis 2: Group A, students who have been taught all of the

sessions from the OSS Modules, will score signi-

ficantly higher than group B, students who have

been taught those sessions from the OSS Modules

selected by their teachers and both groups A and

B will Score significantly higher than group C;

students who have not been taught any of the OSS

Modules, on the OSSIT.

The Occupational Survival Skills Information Test (OSSIT) measures

students' attainment, Of',oCcUpatiOnsurviVal skills as are taught from

the ()SS Modules'. The predi44on was made that students's0OreSmould b

higher as a result OfincreaseA*eXpoSure to the OSS Modules'..

Question( . To what extent'do students participating the study, who are,

members of different programs grOups differ in their attitudes

toward employment?

Program group 1, Cooperative Office Occupations

students, will score significantly higher than

program group 2, Special Needs students, and both&

groups 1 and 2 will score significantly higher than

program group 3 CETA students, on the CMIAS.



question 5. What are the differences in attitudes toward employment among

students, participating in the study' who have been tau9ht the

OSS Modules and students who have not beentaught the OSS

Modules?

When teachers are given a choice of which sessions from the OSS

Modules to select for use in their classes, what are the differ-

ences im attitudes toward employment among students 'participa-

ting in the study who have been taught selected sessions from

the OSS Modules and students who have been taught all of the

sessions within the OSS Modules?

Hypothesis 4: Group A, students who have been taught all of the

sessions from the OSS Modules, will score signi-

ficantly higher than group B, students who have

been taught those sessions from the OSS Modules

selected by their teachers, and both groups A` and

B will score significantly higher than group ,C,

students who have not been taught any of the OSS.

Modules, on the CMIAS.

.The-.OredittiOn was: made that students' attitudes toward .employinent,

-,-' measured

.
exposure to the OSS Moddles.

by scores on the CMIAS,' would be more mature as 'a ,'.result of increase

uestion 'When_ students Participating in the'. study who -have been ,tadght the

055-: Modules are cOmpared with ,:othei- students .
who have not:, been'

taught the OSS Modules whith of the three, Program'groups will

show the greatest and least difference in attainment of occtipa-

tional survival skills?



: The difference in scores between students who have

been taught any or all of the OSS Modules and students

who have not been taught any of the OSS Modules will

be significantly greater for the CETA program group

than that for the Special Needs program group, and

both differences will be significantly greater than

that for the Cooperative Office Occupations program

group on the OSSIT.

prediction that the greatest difference in attainment of occupational

skills, as measured by scores on. the OSSIT, would exist between the

CETA students who have been taught the OSS- Modules and the CETA students

who.have not been taught the OSS Modules was based on the fact that these

CETA students have dropped out of high school for one reason or another'. These

students tended to be older than either the Special Needs or Cooperative Office

The

survival

OCtdpatIontudens,Whoparticipated in thestudy. The CETA. students were

enrolled in the:prOgram to:earn a high school diploma, to develop employable

to secure fullhtime employment following graduatipi.-:.After:re
A\i -

OSS Modules the CETA teaahOs WereAmpresSed Withtbe-aPparent

releVance of the materials to the students 'needs and were of the opinion

that the students woUld.be.mpti ated to learn occupational survival skills

The

e f

Orediaton that Oe leastdifferencsin-attainment. of occupational

rvival.sktlls, as measured by scores on the OSSIT,YOujd exist OetWeehjhe

erative Office OccuPatioos students who have been taught the OSS Modules

e Cooperative Offite Occupations students



OSS Modules was based on the assumption that Cooperative Office OccupaVons

students have experienced the most academic success ofjhe three program

groups. This assumption was based on information collected through dis-

cussions with teachers from the three program groups and observations con-

ducted during field testing of the OSS Modules. Much of the information

included in the OSS Modules was not new to these students. Office Occupations

teachers Who field tested the early versions of the materials reported that

about half of the topics and concepts included in the Modules seemed to be

common sense to their:students.

The prediction that the difference in attainment of occupational survival

skills as measured by scores on the OSSIT, between the Special Needs students .
(N

who have been taught the OSS Modules and the.Special Needs students who have

not been taught the OSS Modules would be greater than the difference between

the Cooperative Office. Occupations students but less than the difference

between the CETA students was based on the diverse nature of the students in

the Special Needs program group. The majority of the students in the Special

Needs classes,were deSignated as minimally mentally impaired (MMI). Other

:students possessed learning disabilities of various ties. Although a wide

range of scores was expected, the Special Needs students, as a group, Imere

expected to show .a smaller difference than, the CETA students but a greater-

,

difference than the Cooperative ,Office 'Occupations, students.

Question 8, When students-participating in the study who have been taught

the OSS Modules are compared with'other students from he same
. .

type of program:who'have_not been tau ht the OSS MOdu105



which:of

least di en

HyPothesis 6: Th

The

rge program' roups will show the greatest And

in attitudes toward'emploympnt?

difference in scores between ,s0dents,wpO:.have

been-tatight::any or all'oftheiOSSMOdirles and

Students who have not been tAughtanY,_Of the, OSS

ModUles will be;significantly greater for the
_ .

_ .

CETA'program:group than that. fOr'.the'.Special:Needs-.

program grouP, and both differences will bd.signi

ficantly greater thari that for the cooperative

Office Occupations program group on the CMIAS.

prediction that teaching the OSS Modules would have the greatest

effect on the.attitudes'toward employMent of the6ETA)students and the least

effeCt on the CoOperative OffiCe OccupatiohsstudentOAS based on the same

rationale as that following hy14000...5

.

Hypotheses 1, 2, and 5 were Rested by performing multiple classification

analyses of variance for performance on the OSSIT of students"lassified

according to instructicmal method and type of program group-, Hypotheses 3,

4, and 6 were tested by Performing multiple 'classification analyses of

variance for performance on the CMIAS of students classified according to

instructional methbd and type of program group.

What are the relationships between,students attainment of

occupational survival skillOnd their-,aititudes toward



Hypothesis 7: There will be a significant positive correl

between students' attainment of occupational

survival skills as measured by scores

OSSIT and their attitudes toward employment, as
A

measured by scores- on the 0MIAS,e

The prediatiOn that students' attitudes toward empToymenti WoUld:corre-;

late'poSitivelywith:theirattainMent ofbcCup40901!.Surviial skilisiWas

-'baSed-on the:fact-,that:.the cognitive component ofindiViduaTS attitudes-.

On'...bejartiaj, 1 thanged and/OlodeVelOpedin many cases by- preSenting

' <74': : '
'

individuals with new information The interactions of_ students and teachers

encouraged by teachi ng the OSS Modules May. also have influenced the affec

tive component the individuals' attitudet toward employment.

Hypothesis 7 was tested by employing the Pearson product-mowit

correlation to determine re statistical relationsh,i0 between students

scores on the OSSIT and their scores on the CMIA.

Question 10. To what extent are theattainment of ccupational survival

skills and attitudes toward employment related to differences

in students grade level sex, amount of work experience,

socioeconomic status, Work Plans, and educational plans?

Hypotheiis 8: The variables of grade level, sexamount of work

-experience,*ocioecOnoMiCstatusworKplans

and educational plant bear a significant:rela.

-tionship to students' scores on the OSSIT.



Hypothesis " The variables of grade level, sex, amount ofwork,

,

Operiencei socioeconomic status, worli.0ans,:an:

educational plans bear a significantrelationOW

to. stUdentS!: scores on 'the

The prediction that the Variables of grade level sex, amount of wor

exObrience socioeconomic status, work plans, and educational .plans would

Amar:;Signtficant:relatiOship. to students' attainment of:occupational

survival skills and to their attitudes toward emPlOyment-was,made,fprthe

following reasons. 'Students4who_are in a.highergrade level wereexPectet

tOcore higher on the CMPS;since maturity W4-funotiOn of. 49e-' Both

attainment of occupational 'survival skills and development bfmature

attitudes tOward:emploYmenCwere expected to increase 44-xeSult

vials work experience.and established work :plans. The relevande of work

related curriculum materialSWas thought tk,

who could relate the,materials to Premiouwork experience andfor envision

more apparent to students

. ,

their usefUlness in:helping them to `becOma sucCessfulat:.wOrk in the near:

futUre :Although no predictions wereApade 'regardingtharela6onships

between student-performance and the'variabTes Ofsex: ocioeconomic

and eduCational plans, relationshipS'werethought-to.,ex

HypotheOs 8 and '9 were examined firSt using . descriptive

statistics.. Mean scores and standard deviations for both the.MSSIT and

the CMIAStfor:students grouped by grade.Tevel sex, amount of work:exper-

iencesoCioeconomic 'Status, work plans,.an0-.004catig#41.plans-W*oom,



puted'in an attempt to identifSt-any apparent relationships.- NYP0theses8

end 9-wererteted,1?yperforming.a,serieS of:analyses Of,.Variance for
A '11.-,1:

.

formance on the QSS, 1:,:and the. CMfAS'',for, studentS grouped by of the

Pvariables listed abOve.
/

Question 11. What, aspects of the OSS Modules are most and lott us0u1

and effective for the three program groups participating in

ueStlnn

then study as judged by 'students' teachers?

What' aspeCtS.-of,theOWModuleS-were most and least*trac-:

tive 6:01hred4,60PS participating the study as

judged,bY:students and teachers?

:Although hyPotheSes were hot.dbrittructed to-

.

Informationwasccillectedfrom both Studenti and ;teacher' yjneanS:p

hese questions,

opinionnaires, Interviews and ObservatiOns, The fixed response -items

inclUded.in the student.oPinionnAire were:analizedrbi4leterthining the :mean

reSponse and,Standard deli1.4i6j'JPr.each.item-by program, group and,fOr

all .students, indfsiliddal teacher 'resPonses and the ,mean response'.bx,,

teachers for fixed response items included in the teacher,opinionnaire

were also recorded. InforWion collected from the free response iteths on

both opinionnaires, interviews with participating students and teachers

and obServations coaducted were used to shed additional insight on the data

collectedthrough,the fixed response items on the opinionnaires.

This chapter has identified techniques utilized in this study to deter--

,

minetheOffOttiveness andAsefOlneS8 of the OSS MOdilles_fOr three different

student populations. Chapter IV presents responses to the research ques-

':tions and results of hypotheses



. .

CHAPTERS V

,Presentation .and Analysis
. 3. 0 . .

The data presented in this chapter are concerned with a lesceiption of

the parti6ipants in this study 401,Wtth responding to the, research ques-

tions 'and testing the hypotheseg stated in Chapter III. ,'Variables taken

p

into account in this study were program group membership, instructional

method utilized Students' grade level, sex, amount of work eXperience,
. - . '

sop Toeconomi c:Lgtatus workA)Tanso:,and, educatfonal: plans . Qualitative

data collected throughout the study are'dlsO.preSented to supplement and

ftitther explain the quantitative result presented.

As OeScribed earlier, the participants were serrated for three Oogi'am

groupstooperatlye..Offtee OcCiapations,,,SpecW0erat and CETA.- Students

'frOM each program":.4roup were exposed to varying aoi'd'u ts:.o#:,the OSS:Modules':

identified 1a8 one of ,the fol lowing instructional methods: taught:; al 1 'of

the OSS MOdulet taught only.;:those,.sessibnefroin the. OSSMOdules selected
, -

by',:their teachers,.and not..taght any of the: OSS

. of' participants iA these...groups 'shown in Table 2.

MoOles, The dispersion

The subjects selected for this study were eleventh and $welfth grade

students. Table 3 reports the number and ereentage of students in each

grage. fevel

Among the grade. stddents., 9 were enrolled in the Spetial- Needs

program' and 3 in Cooperative:Office OcCupatibOs Sitadent 'were.



Table 2, .Nu Mber and Percentage of Students. PartiCipating in the Study,

loY,PrOgramGroup and instructional Method.

Program Group ihstruttiohal. Method
, .

taught all .:talight,only. taught

Of .the OSS thOse 'sessions' any. of the

Modules ":fr011i the OSS4 OSS :Modules

MOdule§ siteer.
ted bY thei r

teachers

53

'Program':

Group

-.%

. Cooperative
Office Occu

patios
18 15. -93 19 16.81 17 15.04 54 7.7

Special ,Needs 10 08.85 6 05.31 6 05.31 22 19.47

CETA 12 10.62 10 08.85 15 13.27 27 . 32.74

Total Instruc-.
tional, Methods 40 35.40 35 30.97 38 33.63 113 100:00

Table . Number and Percentage of Students in Each Grade Level.

'Grade Number Percentage

Pleven
12 .

10.62

Twelve 101 89.38

113 106.60

2!



Selected:as:intact clasSroom groups for each prograM type, and. therefore,

coUld.nejtherbe selected.on'the basis of grade level nOr:on the-baSiS of

'Sex which, is; in Table 4.

Table 4. Num and Percentage of Students by Sex.

Sex

Male

Female

.Total

Number Percentage

31 27.43.-

82 72.57

113 100.00

One male and 53 female participants .were:- enrolled-;.in thei-Xoopera0ve

.Office Occupations program.', Fifteen males and seVeh females were enrolled'

in the Special.NeedsHprOgram, and 154malesan021feMales:WerOpMbers_of

the CETkprogramgrOup.

StudentS participating in the study.Were.asked to indicate their4mOunt

:,6f 'work exPerteh e as neVerliben-employed;4110Wied,Oart7tiMe only; employed

fulP;time fOr:iiiore.thah Oinnmer,or-eriiPTCYed--ftill-tinie in the summer but
..

.part-iiMe duringthe schoOljeari, Table 5 ,ntains.a report of their re-
.

.

' .

.

Sponses.

fin analysis of these data reveals that almost all of the.students have

,

had.some amount of work experience. Of, those students who. reported having
.

had.WOrk.eXPerlence,. half of'ithe students have:worked part-time only. This

-group includes 26 Cooperative Office Occupations, 13:SpeOlal Needs and 15



1"able5.; Number and Percentage of Students by AmOuntlof Work Experience..

Work, Experience Percentage

47.80

23.89'

..Never been :emplOyed

Employed parti- t:imeE only

.

Employed' full-time for more than a summer

PTIPloyedfull,-time in the'sUmMer
part -time during the -'sCbOol year

27

CETA students One-fourth of-the students reporting work experience have

been employed full -time for more than a summer.:::' This group includes six

CoO-perative Offite Oecupations, one Special Need's,- and 20-CETA students.

.he:remaining one7fdurth'of students whib reported work experience have been

employed fUll-tillie 'n -iiIa' summer but part- time during, -the school ,. This

group includes 22 CooPerative Office Occupations: and five Special Needs ,

stuOents:...Those students who reported havingr never. been employed :included
.

.

three Special Needs students and two CETA students.
..

. .

Participants were also asked to illdiCate.the occupation*Of the' head of ': 32

.

. ,.,

;their household by first listing the occupation '1n their own words and then - I.,:,!-

. '

identifying the category in which the: occupation can' best be classified..-v

This procedure helped to ensure correct classification of occupations ih-

i.', aicated by the students. Table' 6 shows the socioeconomic status of the

'students as measured by the occupations of the students' heads of house-

holds. The ranking` of occupations by socioeconomld' level conforms to the



Table 6. Number and..Pertentage of Students froM SocioeconOMit.Levels,as

Measured by Occupation-of.HeAd ofilousehold.

Socioeconomic
Level Occupation Number Percentage

Professional or Techhical Worker 11

Manager.-.

Sales Worker

Clerical Worker

Craftsman or Foreman:.

Semi - skilled` Worker

Service- Worker 13

Laborer or Unskilled Worker T7

No Response.

Total

\_

113

P :
(0 Socio-sbcioeconomicstatus of occupations reo 19.

economic Index.

Among,the Cbaperative Office Occdpations Students who responded, head&

.households included eight professional or technical workers, ten managers,

AlesAorkOrs, three clerical workers, nine service workers, nine crafts

men,or ;foremen, *fen seim -skil.led workers,. and two laborers 5 or .unskjlled

Workers. The Special Needs students who' indicated heads of house-

holds as,one.prafesstonal or technital.worker, f*.e.managerg, one 'sales
. .

,.:Itiorker two clpricalworkers, .twoo-craftsmen orforemen, three seMi-skilled.

workerSi. and,fivqplaborers or unskilled worker*, Indicated as hea'4:1 0fAlOuSe-.'



:Xholdstythe CETkstUdents,reSbondingwereitwO professional or technital:

, , 4

.-,WO'rkers: one manager,.twbsales workers, two clerical'workerfour se177:

vice workers foUr craftsmen or fOemen, eight.seMi-skilledworkers..andten

laborers or':Unskjiled,-workers.-

In addition to work experience, students participating in the study

asked fo:Andicate'thrr work plans after leaving high schotil as either

arming o work for pay, planning to work at any job-available; planning

to `work at job for which trained, -or, plannjng to work at a 'job that Is.

different frompthathit trained. Table 7 retiOrtS the student51 work

plansa ter leavfng high sthool.

Table 7i ANumber: anePertentageAfStuAdtitS by. Work Plans,:

plarf-toWork at a job for which,trained

Plan.to work at a job that fs' different,
from that for which'-trained 12.

: A

No Response'

rTotl lla



A g.

More than two-thirds of the' Sttidents indicated that they plan to wor

at a .job for:which they haVe beeif trained '(40 Cooperative Office Occuplatioti

eight Special Needs and 28 CETA, ifteen percent of the students claimed

they plan to work at any job avail (five Cooperative Office Occupations,

iv

ten Special Needs and-two CETA),/and approximately 10% of the students

.
indicated that they plan to work at a job different from that for Which

ive Cooperative/Office Occupations, three Special Needs and four

CETA). Less than 1% of the students indicated that they do not plan to work

for03,' .(one Cooperative, Office Occupations . and two CETA).' thiS study.,
.

. _ .

the variable of-sex had no influence on the participants' plans to work for

pay.

In addition to indicating their work plans, the students were asked to

imOcate their educational plans afterAleaving high school as' either no

plant 'for, further education, plans, to attend:a. Community college.or tech

,

.:,

nical 'School for. one or two years, plans to attend a. four year ccillefie/o
, ..

university, plans to join the militaryifor training,6or other plans. The

Li.

.-participants' edUdational plans after leaving high school are shown i

Table 8.

ApproxjfilatOy twb-thirds of the .students (65%) plan t-o.ContinueTtheir
.

formal; educatiOn at a community- college, technical school , or four:year'

college .orcAliviV9nsgY, .,: Almost ,halfof,the,.::parti ci pelts have plans' to

community college'or technical :School for one or two years-. This

!ibc1 udes 31 cooperative Office 4?Cupati ons two Special Needs and

s--..CETA students-. Approximately 16 %lan to attend' a !our year college or



'Table 8. Number and Percentage':Of Students by Educational Plans.

59

Educational Plans

\

N.uniber

r,

Percentage
,

.

N0 Plans for further education
q:

Plan'to attend a community ,cot ege or
technical school' for one; two years

rlan to attend a foir year college or

uni versity

Plan to j military for training

Other plans° ;)

No Response

Total .d

29

55

18

6

113

25.6

48.67

15.93

05.31/

02.65

q, 01.77

100.00

university, including 11 Cooperative Office Occupations,' four Special Needs,

and three CETAStUdents: O'nly' 8g cif the students indicated non4raditional

-.Plans for fUrtheriedUcation such as joining the milltaryfor training or

other plans. This group includet orie--cooperative, Off;ice Occupations, six,

Special Needs, and two CETA students. Approximately one-fourth of the stud,ents:

indicated no plans' for further education. This group, inCludg 11 Cooperaiive

Office Occupations, nine Special Needs, aid nine CETA students.

Responses to Research Questions and Results of Hypotheses Testi=ng

At the co'ncibs;ion of the fifteen week instructional. perto

tional Survival Skills Informatiofilest (OSSIT) and the Career. Matunity,

inventory -- Attitude Scale (CMIAS) (Crites, 1973a) were administered to the



60

studentg.'.- Data. from,these instruments were analyzed td. -obtain a compari Son

of .the threP'PrOgram grOups, taking intOacObunt:inttrOctional:Method

utilized, studentS grade level, seX1 amount of work experience, socioeconomic

statuS Work plans,. and educational .:plans.:

.

Question 1.- To what .=extent do students parttciliating i n the .study. WhO

4
members of di fferentprorgramHgrOups 'differ in attainmen

occupational survival" skills?

are

Mean scares and standard deviations-onthe OSSIT for each program group

Preiented in Table 9 The mean score obtained by CETA students was 7.58

'Table 9.44-,1) eanc_Scote.:ArKD-Standard Deviationon on Of:SIT by Program Group.
,rte 4

.

,..,

,Ti99r 60.0

perative. Office .Occupation 54 47,!:. ;9 23 93 8:75

S' gal NeedS 22 19.47 18 91 6.52

r. 37 32J4 31.51 .14

.'points'.. greater than the mean score', obtained by. Cooperative 0ffice:00Cupations

stlidentand IL 60 points' greater than the mean score obtained by Special .

Needs students. , The standard devi ati on reported, for CETA students was

greater than that reported, for Cooperative Office Occupati ons students and

both standard deviations were greafer 'than that reported for Special Needs



Program group 1, Cooperative Office Occupations

students, will score s.ignificantly higher than

program group 2, Special Needs students, and bpth

program groups 1 and 2 will score significantly

higher than. program group CETkstudents,on
. .

the OSSIT.

Results of a two-way analysis of, variance for scores on theOSSIT by

instructional method and program, group are presented in Tablee.,1

Table 10. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Scores`'!

iInstructional Method and Program,Group.
a\

1, c.

essIT by

Degrees `o
Source of Variation Freedom.

A (instructional
2/

B. (program, gf-oup), 2 .

AxB (interaCtion)

R4sidual 104

$UITLIOi

r

Mewl
Squares Squares

344.g37.; , 172.'41

2599.925 1299.962

508),116 27 2.9

-'7235.812

**significant at the < .01 level oflprobability,

The F value for the main effect of program group is statistically signi-

arihe < .01 level of probability

To compare the means of the three program following a signifi-
-,

'tkir'

cant F ratio, the Duncan (19551 techniqu?it,, as used It was found that the

CTA program group with 'a mean of.4}31.51and a standard deviation of 9.34 ..

' . .

'scored significantly higher (p < -.05) than the Cooperative Office Occupations



program group.with a!mean. of 23.93 and a standard deviation of 8.84 and

both program groups scored, significantly higher (p' < -.05) than the:Special

Needs program group with a mean of 18.91-and astandard deviatioii of 6.52.

Hypothesis 1 was therefore rejected. Althougli,significantdifferences

in mean scores were obtained for each program group; the prediction' was

made that the order of performance by .program grotipS (ranking'of. mean

scores from highest to lowest) would be Cooperative Office OccupationS;

Special Needs and CETA. The obtained order of perfOtizniance was CETA; Cooper.-

ative Office Occupations, and Special Needs.

Question 2, To what extent, do students participating in the study who have

been taught the,OSS ModuleS differ in attainment of, occupational

survival skills) front students who have not been taught the OSS'

odul es?
:

Meap'scores and standard deviations on the. OSS.I.P.

method are presented in Table 11. The mean socre obta-,

were taught all of the OSS Modules was 2.96-points. grgaterlt,

obtained by students who were not 'taugheanY Of 'the OSS MOscore

.Mean score students who were taught only those sessions from the

0SS'mOdu'es selected by their ieddhers''Wai:'1W6 points greater than that

obtained.by Students who were not taught.any

_Standard deviatibn reported fOr students who were not taught any of the
747,

OSS Modules was less than that reported for students who were taught all of
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Table 11.:14601.6cOre-andtandard.DeViation on OSSIT-

(

11

y Instructional
.

,

Method.

InStructional Method

:Taught all-of'the sessions
.4rom,the OSS Module.

thOse sessions from

5.40 26.80 10.48

.the.M,Modulesselpcted
:thefr:teaChers 35: 30.97 25.60 8.95

Not taught.a651.9f.44P: OSS''

Modules 38 33.63

Total 113 100.00. 25.43 9.69

the ()SS Modules. hutAteater4han,.that reported for 'students who were:taught.

onlythose'sessiOns from the.OSS Modules'selected by\their teachers.
,,

Question 3. Ahewteactiert-aregiven a'Choice,j)f which-sessions from..thE)

OSS Modules to select for use in their classes, .to what extent

fq

do students participating in the study who have been taught

Selected sessions differ in attainment of occupational sur-

4'00 skills from students who have been taught all of the

sessions within the. OSS Modules?

Means scores and standard deviations on the OSSIT fot students who were

taught all of the OSS Modules and for students taught only those Sessions

from the OSS Modules selected by their teachers 'are, presented in Table 11.

The mean scoretobtained by students who were taught all of the OSS Modules

26.80/with a standard deViation of 10.48) was 1.20 points greater than the

mean scoreObtained by.studenis,who were
taught only those sessions from



the OSS Modules selected by their teachers (25.(1 with a standard deviation-

HyPOthesis : Group A, students who'-havb.:beem.',..t4Ught all of the
....:

..,,

0.

rSessionsfom the OSS ModUle$ will score. signifi-',.
. ..

cantT,Y7nigher than group .B. students .who, have been
.: ': ,

, ,

taught those.Sessions from.the .OSS Modules selected

. , .

by their teachers and both:. groups A and B1M(11

Store significantly higher'thaeCgrOUp O, students

Who have not been, tabght.any of the OSS Modules;

on ihE OSSIL

Results of a NO-WO :analYSis of variance for scores on.the',OSSIT by

instructional method..and program group are presented in Table 10..- The main

effect 'of instructional, methocrwas not significant (F .2.478; df - 2,104).

In additiOn there was no si gni fitant interaction (F = 1.826; df . 4,104)

between the main effects of program group membership and instructional' method.

Although'differences in 'mean raw scores by instructional method were obtained,

and these -differences were obtained in the preditted order, hypothesis 2

was rejected since the differences were not statistically significant. It

cannot be inferred that instructional method has an effect op performance

on the OSSIT. Howevei'; when instructional method is classified by whether';;

or not exposed to the OSS Modules (grooPing together those 'students who were

taught any or all of the OSS Modules) the instructional. method is statis-

,

ticallY significant (p,< .05). Tables 15 and 16 present.these -results.



Question 4. TO What, extent do students partitipating in the

65.

study who are

members of different,; program groups' diffet' in their attitudes

toward employment?

Mean scores and Standarckdeviations-on the CMIAS for each program group

are presented in Table, 12. The mean score obtained by cdO.peratle Offite

Table1 12. Mean Score and. Standard Deviation on ,CMIAS by Program Group.

Prograin Group n

Cooperative.:Office 'Occupations

Spetial Needs
:-,

CETA .t!:. :
_.::

Total.

54

22,-;

37,

. 47,79

:::19..,47

32.74

36:52

24.09

, 35;84
.,.

'.5.17

5.50

4.69....

1 0 0 . 0 0

.OccUpations students was 00:.8 of 'ePoint greater than the mean score

tained by .the.CETA students and 12:143 points greater-than the mean score

obtained' by SPetial Needs Students.: The standard deviation 'reported:fdr.

Spec1al Needs students was greater than that reported for Cooperative Office

OccUpations Students and both standard deviationS were greater than t4t

reported for CETA students;

Hypothesis 3: Program group 1 , Cooperati ve Office Occupations

students, will Store signifitantlyhigher than

.0rogramLord*2:, SPcial Needs. students, and both

program groups 1 and 2 will-'score signifj.tantly

higher than program group '3 CETA students, on

the CMIAS.



ReiultS of a two-way analysis of variance for scores on the .CMIAS by

instructional method and program group are presented in Table 13.

be 13 . ..Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Scores on the CMIAS by

ructional Method and Program Group,

Degrees of Sum of Mean

Source of Variation Freedom Squares Sguare F Ratio

A. (intructional',
method) 2 1.019 .510 .019

B (program group) 2 2602.388 1301.194 49.634**

0

AxB (interaction) 4 116.892 29.223 1.115

'Residual 104 2726.415 26.216

°**significant at the < .01 level of probability

The F.Val'ue for the main effect of: program group 1s-:statisti-caM

at the.< .01 level of probability.

cant

To compare the means of the three, program'groupfollowing a significant

F ratio, the Duncan- (1955) technique was used. It was found that the Special

Needs program' group with a mean of 24.09 and a standard deviation of 5.50

scored significantly lower (p < ,05) than both the CETA program group with a

mean of 35,84 and a standard deviation of 4.69 and the Cooperative Office

Occupations program group with a mean of 36.52 tandard deviation of

5.17. The difference between mean scores for CETA and Cooperative Office

OcOupati ons prograb groups_ was not s i gni fi cant.



Hypothests'-3 was, therefore, rejected. Although a small diifference

in rag. score means:was obtained .betWeerlethe CooperatiVe ,Offi'ce' OCcupati
- ,

program group and the=;tETA program group the only statistically significant

difference obtained was between the Special Needs program group and the

Coope?ative Office Occupations and the*CETA program grOups. Additionally,

,hypothesis 3 Predicte,d that the Special Needs Program grouP would score

significantly: higher than the:cETA program group. In fact, )the:CETA pro-

gram group' scored significantly higher than the. Special. Needs program group.'

Question 5. What are the differences in attitudes tbward employment among

students participating in the study who have been taught the.

OSS Modules and students who have not been taught the OSS

Modules?

Mean scores and standard deviations on the CMIAS for each instructional'

'Met* are presented 4Table 14.

. Table 14. Mean Score and Standard Deviation on
a
CMIAS by Instructional Method.

Instructional Method

Taught all:of the sessions
from the OSS Modules

TaUgWthoSe sessions from
the OSS Modules) selected by
.their teachers .

Not taught any of the OSS
Modul

Total

. 35 30.97 34.29 5.81

38 33.63 34.16, 6.89

113 100.'00 033.88 6.99

Id



The mean score obtained bY-students who were taught all of 'the'',05$

Modules. was 0:91 of a` iess than that obtained by students who were

nat.:taught any of the. OS..MOdules. The mean score obtained by students

who:were taught only those Sessions' from the OSS Modules selected eby

teachers was 00,13 of a point. greater than that obtained by students who

were not taught any of the OSS Modules. The 'standard' deviation reported..

for students who were not taught any of the OSS.-Module's was less than. that

reported for students taught all of the OSS" Modules but greater than that _

:reported-for 'students taught only' those sessions from the' OSS:,

selected by their teacher.

..Whentfteacher,s are giyen a choice Of which sessions from: the,

OSS MOdule,s to select for use in their 'classes , what are'the

differencet?' in attitudes toward emplOyment among students

partictOating in the': study -Who have been taught selected

Sessions :from the .OSS .Modules and students who have been. ,.

.

alight all of the sessions withjo the OSS MOdules?,
. ,

....

he scores and standard deviations on the CMIAS, for students Who 'were),

taught411._of the OSS Modules and Tor students, who were ;taught Only those

sessions frdm the OSS Modules selected by their teachers are pres nted

Table 14. The mean score obtalned bp:students who were taught thoSe

sessions frOni:the OSS Modules .selected by their teachers (34.29 With a

standard 601'181), was.1.04 points greater than that obtained by

students who etre,taught all of the OSS Modules°.(33.25 _with g standard

deviation of 8 07).



Hypothesis

taught on those sessions frOm. the OSS' Modules

selected by their teachers,-:.and ,bot''h::.4fOups A and

13; will scote:signifitantly higher tifan group,C

students who have not been taught any Of:the OSS

Modules on the CMIAS.

Results of a two-way .analysis of variance for scorg-s on'the CMIAS byy

instructional method and gilotiar,e presented-in Table la:

effect of instructional method was no 'significant. In additio there,Was

o jsignificant interaction between the'main effects of program group mem-

bership and instructional method. Hypothesis 4 was rejected since'. no signi

ficant differences were obtained between mean scores bje.instrAtional metho

" .

Additional 1 y hYPothesis 4 predi cted 4-that . studeht ,who4 taught al 1 of

6.11Dk:

y r° teachOrT

the secs ns from-the OSS Modules WOuld. score,
, ,

is

were taught only those sessions° frOM. the OSS .'Modules.:

and 'those who were not taught. any* the OS5-1
. ,

ences between mean raw scores WinsteuCtional

the differ-

students who

were taught only those sessions .from .the OSS Module§,selefted by their.teachers

s'coredAlightly .higher than those' students:: who were not taught any of the

115S 'Modules; and both groups scored higher than those. students who were'

.taUght all: Of the OSS°Modules.



Question 7., When studenti, particip,atingin,ithe ',study ywho -have been tadght,,,
' '":1

the OSS" Modules are compareewith other students who have 'lot,
)

bee augtitti-16 O SrModules, which-of the thitee progtham groups
° ,

will shoW 'the greAest, and lea -difference i n attainment' of

Table 15, presents a ncompaf,Js_on of the mean scores on the DSSIT, for

students participating in the study by program.groyp and exposure fh the

OSt'Moduips.

.
.

Table,15'. Comparison of ,Mean Scores-6r( the OSSIT for Students: by Prbgranr r°,

-0
SSGroup and Exposure to' the 'Odul

,"
k Mo es. .

Program Group
a.

co

,CoopeFati ve office.. accuoti ons 25.84

19.69

Ex osure to OSS-Modules

taught all or. not:-taught any
any of the ;OSS \ of the OSS
Modules Modules

Special Needs

CEIA

total Pi-ogram Groups

31.:68

26..24

19.76

'16:83

3127

23.84

Wh mean scores on the OSSIT for all students participatirig in' tile

study are Compared
° \

those. students who were taught, anY\or all of the OSS

ained a mean-score o 2. points greater than those students

who-were not' taught any of the OSS. Modules. y Additionally; higher mean

sores were obtained for thoi4 students rho Weretaught any or all -of the



OSS Modules in each program group. The greatest difference (6.08 points)
;' ..

occurred within the CdoperatiVe 'Offite OccUpations' prOqraml.groU

4rente of 2..86 points occurred within- the: Special Needs program

.
but a differenCe of only 00,41 of a point occurred within4he CETA 'program

.

grouP.

Hypothesis' 5: The difference in scores Joetween:students who have`.

been. taught al 1- of the OSS Modules and -ttu,

dentt wnO have not be'en taught ,anyof:thO. OSS

Modulet will be significantly greater .for the CETA

program grOup than that for the..Special Needs Oro-
.

gram group, and° both, differences will be signifi-

cutly greater than that; for' the Cooperative Office

Occupations(grOgram grOOp on the Os.$11.

'able 16
.

presentsfresultS-oVa twq.Hway,,analYsit of variance for7scores

On the os$17-6s, x.posgre-to 0-§"S Modules,

Table 16. AnalYsi s of Variance .56fliiiiary Table. for. Scores on:t46:,OSSIT. by

*.Program Group and ExpoSure, to the OSS Modules..,
.

Degrees- of Sum of .Mean

Sourte of Variation: Freedom Squares Square F Ratio

k(program grqup)*. 2 884.857' 1262.429 18.143**

B {exPoture) , 1 302.890. 302.890 4.252*

AO.linteraCtiOn, 2 ,163.812 81.906 1.150

Residual 107 7622:063, "71.234

lficant at.the < .01 level of probability:,
**Significant at the < .0 5 level of probability



Although the interaction effect of program group and exposurktp'rthe-,
, .

0$5 Modules As:not significant, the main effect of, expos4re(Whether.:students

taught.any or all 'Oh, OSS Modules or not taUght any of-th0)SSModules),

ignificant The, main effect of programArpU0

t *waver, hypothasi.S 5 predittedthat4the least difference

*cur amOng_the.COpperative Office Occupations students and thegreat

rence among the CElkstudents.- In fact, the reverse Occurred'. The

.

ce occurred among the CETA. students and the

occurred; among the Cooperative ,affice Occupations students.

greatest difference:

can be in-

ferred that both exposure to the OSS Module% and membershipin a particular

program grou0-affea StOdarit.Performance VI the ',OSSIT.- liOwaVer,jitcahilOt

be inferred that theAreateStdifferente betWeen students_axpOsed to-t6e4S$
()

,

Modules and; `those not exposed Will :occur among CETA students and that the

least differente.will ocCur;among CooperatiVe Office Occupations StudOts.

Therefore,Aypothesis'51ptt be:-rejected.
. "

Question 8i When students particiPating .the study who have been- taught

the OSS Modules are compared with other students who have. not

'be0,taughtthe OSS Modules, which the three program groups

Will show:the greatest and least difference in n-attitudet toward

-employment

Table 17. presents acompariSon:Of the mean scores on the CMI'Wfor

stUdentsIpartitipatingin4he study by program grodp and exposure.th-the .7OSS.



Table 17. Compa0 son:.of Mean Scores on the CMIAS for Students., by Program.
Group. and Exposure to ''the OSS 'Modul es.

2

Program. 'Grtou
hP' Exposure to OSS ModUles

,,Cooperative Office Occupations

Special 'Needs

Tofal
Lk

r m Groups

taught all or
any of the' OSS
Modules

not taught
any of the
OSS

36.38 .36432-

24.56

53:75 35:6.7

33.7.3

:

44'rItgt
Theineans,00re obtained on the. CMIAS by allgStudentS participating in the

study who were taught any or all of the OSS Modules was Slightly lower '(00.38)

than that obtained .by students who were not taught any of thee °SS Modules.

The greateSt differences among the program groups were.Obtatned 'by. the

Special, Needs program group and the GETA pro.c..7_1 group. The SPecial, Need

students who- were. exposedp to the, OSS Module= scor,d .1 .73 pOtrits higher t

those not taught anyk-F the OSS-,ffodules. However, 'the CETA students wh

cnot taught any of the. OSS' Modules 'scored 1:92 points higher than tho,.§e el(posed
4. 0

to the OSS 'Modules. #./ 6,.

1..
en tstudents who:haveHypotiles. he differences; in-scores bet

been taught any or all of the 0 S Mod' .es and stu-

!. dent mho have not Been taught any f he .OSS Modules

wi 1 be significantly g eater for t e CETA program

group ,.ttcal.ti!or the pecial Needs program group,

and both'diifrenoes pe S'ignifie-antly greater

"than that for. the,Cooper4tivd Office' Oecupatiorts pro-

gramLgr,oup on °the CMIAS -/



Table 18 pre e4reSult§-ofa two-way an,C. -of ,variance f
.

.

'zcores`lon the CMIA,-by proFam group, and exposure to the OSS Modules.

.
,

Table, 18. Analysis' Of Variance Summary Table for Scores ork the. CMJAS b

Program.Group and EXposUre.to the.OSS Modules..

4

)

.- Degrees, of ,.Sum *of Mean

Source of Variilti44 on ,Freedpm..,.:- ' ., quares Square, F' Ratio

.Axd

Residua

. . . ,.. , .-

.41 (program group) 2.1 .0 2622:367 1311.183 49.606**

'i 1. ',
1 ....974 .974'. .037

.

C.

S141P' e vtion) 2 d 15:121 -7,560 -, .752

107 ,,828,.252, 26.:432:,

gnificant at the <".01,1evel of probability

A, lthoygh-the main- fect Of,program group is signifi cant 01

neither -tfi, main effect of _exposure'-40ether ,istudents are taught any or

flea . tk%

all of the OSS Mbdules or not tau0ht;ariy.;of.:,tire OSS`Modules),nOr'the,inter-

action effect of program ground exposure. are significant. Therefore,

hypothesis 6 must be rejected: It cannot i'nfeqv'rred that whether or not

udent§' are taught the OSS Modiales ha§ an effect on

There are no statistic si nificant differences by. exposure t
.., .

es among any. e
421

Wtfai tire the'.zifiti4 })--r

otCupational survival s

ogram,,groups.

s between students' attainment of

1 eir .attitudes toward

emplo



144.01,k4

Tabl 19 presents' students' mean scores otlithe OSSIT and on th&'CMIAS
.541"

by progr* Voup and instructional Method.

A° ,

T -pecial Weeds program group obtained the loWest

and the CMIAS. Although the CETA program group obtained a mean

05SIT thht was 7.58 points higher, than that obtained by 't

'-Cooperative Office Occupations progpein grOUP; the, difference ,ini:mean.;sp2reS,:-.

44'
obtained on the CMIAS was only op.68; with- the Cooperative Office Occupatia's

program.gfeOut scoring higher. -.,,The highest mean score 'cif any group partici-

,

pating° Irthe; tudy on ihe CMIAS (;36.82) was obtainedubyCooperative Office

Occupations s cleats. who obtained a mean score on,,thg. OSSIT of 19.76 which

was only ,aurTa.

5pecial Ne:e 5tud t . HoW

participatirri4g.;)n the Study

by Special`' eeds: Students

one': , higher tban the bean, score obtained -by all 7
,

7.

ver'; the two -1OWett,mean scores by any..groups

tsr

appr-oximately 22.80) 'were obtained

ained the two lowest mean scores on .

the
4A§SIT.--- . .,f- %,

,,
,.

,..Hypothesis .. They will be, a significant iOtitive.,correlatiOn

_

between students' attainMene of. . o cupational sur,--
a o

vival skills, ";measur4d by scores on the OSSIT,-- .

and thely- attitudes toward

by the scores onthe CMIAS

n nalysis Of the relationship between, szo s obtaind on the OSSIT

iliP. oYment, as measure;z1,,

and: on the CitIAS by ahl,students par ipatkin'g in the study reSultecrin-'8,

"
It?

4.

4

4.
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Table 19, Mean Scores on OSSIT and CM S by. Prog'ieGroup ,and Method. :s.

program Group

4

Cooperative Pfride

Occupations,

Special Needs

CETA

;.

Total Instructional?

Nethod

.

taught all the

,pSSOlocl'uleS

OSSIT = CMIAS,

lnse''afional Method

light ,only those

sessions from the not taught,

OS5- Modules selec,-. any o lthe Total Pro-

fed l,by4their teachers OSS,M 1es ,gram group.

pSSIT CMIA OSSIT. CMIAS CMIAS

FYI ti

f 3.78, 36.0.0

Grand Meap

CM S.

d. o'

67 *27;20

4

u ,

26.80 11,25. 254;60.

19,76 36;82 23,93 3&52

16.83 22.83 18,91 24.6

S.
b

31.27 35.67." 31.51° 35.',84

34;20 23,84 34.16

\./

in

I.

' 0.

,10



correlation coeffiCient of .506 (p < .01). Tat51e 20 presents the correl-a-,

tion coefficients obtined between the scores on the OSSIT and

programgroup and instructional methbd.-

Table 20. Correlation. Coefficients for Scores on
Program Group and Instructional Method

4siOgrainGr-oup

4?

OSSIT and CMIAS by

Cooperative Office,
4,--'

Sppcial Needs

CETA

Instructional Method

Taught all of the-OSS Modles

`Taught onlkcthose sessIitins from
Modul.gs :fsel_ected by their teac

;r-%.
:Not taught any of; the CiSS Mo'ail es

participants tythe study

nificant'at Al. level of probabilit
A ,

? .
,'''..,-, ,

i .

,,, Positiveti correlateon coeffi. were °alio obtained for, scores when

gtouped by progran group 'and by instructional method (p < -0 The lowest

ained correlation coef-ficient was .3135 for students in the Coiperqtive

Offi.ce Occupations program group. The
2 a.'

.

ficient was .632 for students who were

hypstthesjs 7 not be -rejected.

higliest obtained4correlation7toef-
:

taught all of. the OSS: ModUles; There,-.)

It can be/ IilTerred t there is a



17-elatioii
.-''-'Ship betwe n the two variablesybf scores on the OSSIVarad..scOr4

- . . .

' ft
the CMIAS'.

,,-..',.,

Question 10. To what:ex ard-,:ttie iGinil su vnmentof...occul t

sk,i1j.-s-'and attitudes .towar.

IP

mployment related to/the di ffee-

ences in students' grade'le el, sex 'defilidunt of work experren-ce.;

socioecor, )mic status., work:Plans, 'and educational plans?

:Table preser,1-.s mean scores and standard.deviationon the:oqsIT :and,

CMIAS. t ents by _grade levet.

. ..
4

Table 21 ean-Scoreand ,Standard Deviation on OSSIT and CMIAS by Grade Leve
r n

), i:ade

xi

os§if:

6

:rx:;0.11,
O. 6 20.33 7`,57

.8§.38 26:04 9.77

;
TOtal' 100, 00 5.43 9..69:1,2

CMIAS
S,

29.

34.43

:.33.88 ./

5.31

<98,

6.99

ApprOximately 1%Eof the students participating j the study ^Wererin,
thee'el eyenth -graf(e.: ,Theap students' scored 571. points lower- on the, OSS IT .

ents in the, twelfth grade po'ints lower-on tjie CMIAS.tlian the

Mean scol4sL and st.indai-'d deviatitns o` the. OSSfl a f rCMbIAS for ,studentS

s x,,are presented in Table. 22.
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table. 22. Mean 5core
fr

and Standard Deviation on OSSIT
-..r. *.

,IAS by. Sex.

Ap

79

a0-

31 27.43 23.52 8.57 29.16 6.58

female 82,1/ 72.57 2.:16 10.03 35.66, 6.31

Total 3 4,1,, 100.00 25.43 9.69 33:88 6:99 -

'Approximately 7,3i of the t, dent. articipafing in the study were

the OSSIT was 2.64 points,,female. The mean seore.ob d by females on
. .

higher than that for males. ;Females obtained a men 'score on the CMIAS

tha that for mal es.that was 6.50 points,-;h39h-er t)
J -

Table 23 showsSi4A scores and standard deviatiOns on the OSSIT arrd

CMIAS for students by amount of work exp'erience.

Table 23. Meari Score and Standard Deviationro
Experience;

..
n.'Work Ex Oe ce Li

13\1

never keen a .oyed

d'inploSeepart:time only
employed part -time during
then school year ful 1-
time during the.:S'u'll'imer-,

employed full-time fPr
)mor6 than a summer .

11'

OSSI S,by- Work'

resPonSe

otal

03.54

54 47179

.07.- .23.-89

07 27. '23.89

c1.1, ';° 00.88'

113 17..4;f00.00'
"°

- .

.0SIT cmrAs:

21.75

2385
11.44 vt'T7.25

8;57 33

66,.,,

- 0
7-.29 )0'

6.93

v.
5.69;.

25.43 , 33,88

.a.
Na

e.



Only four students participating in the study had never been employed.

These students obtained the lowest mean scores on both the OSSIT and the

CMIAS. ApprOximately 72% of the students responding :indicated thatthey h d

been employed Part-time only or part -time during the school year but full-
y

time during the summer. The differences in mean scores obtained on the OSSIT

and on the CMIAS (00.77),for these students were very small. However,

can scores "'obtained by those students indicating that they have been em-

2d fATV:tinie for more than a summer were .considerably higher thin- thos

ained..bY any other group.° ?These -.students obtained a mean score on

OSSIT- that was 8.78-$bints fljgher than any other group and: a mean score on
. ,

the CMIAS' that was 2.08 points higher ,,than any other group.

Table 24 presents means and standard deviations on the OSSIT and the

CMIAS by,sbcicieconomic status.
.

In this study, only slight differences in mean scores. were Obtained or)

both the OSSIT and the IAS betty eii Students grouped by socioeconomiC status

as"measured by occupation' of head -eff household. Thos% students whose heads

of'hOuse,holds are semi-skilled workers obtained the highest mean..score on

the OSSIT (28.44). The lowest mean" score oPthe OSSIT (22.41) was obtained

,".*".,,,..jy those students whose!aheads of houfteholds are workers. -Thefkjghest
v

mean score o9 the CiiIAS (36.43) was obtained. by studentS whos heads of

households are. clerical WoiTkers,. Those 'students. whose, heads, of househol

killed waifs er5 obtained the lowest mean score (31.

,



1;,
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Table 24. Mean Scor nd Standard Deviatiohon OSSIT and CMIAS by Sado-,
econoMic Status 8s Measured by Occupation .of-liead. of.Household.

Socioeconomic Status
(Occupation of ijead-c,
of -Household)

i,-Ofessional or tech-
Ifical worker

, manager w.

sales worker

cl erfcal worker

craftsman or foreman

semi - skilled. worker

service worker

laborer,or unskilled worker

.no response

Total

11

16

4

7

'15

18

13

17

7

113

OSSIT

0 24.73' 10.44

1416 L.54.00 8.59

07.96 22.4. .82

06.19 .26.57 t-62

13.29 24.0 11.17

15,.93 28..44 13:05

11.50 25.46 4 J0 a

15.04 26.94 1 '1p0.00

06.19

'11064.00 '25.43 9'.69.

CMIAS
'

35.45 5.87

33.38 '7.92

34.22

36.43 8,28

35.40 .6.64

33.17 ,8.39'

35.00 , .0

31.88 .6.94

33.88 .

Mean scores and t
.; r.

work -pl-ans are presented ijj T 1 5:

11:f

,*!

-xi: 4.,

he:OSS-it and CMIAS by .st

A though there were Orilthree students who indicateethey do no tan

t

o-wor for pay, these students obtained a mean score ,,on the OSSIT tDat

14. points gher than any of the groups who plan to Ads for pay, and a

mean score on the CMIAS that was 4.82,points than any pf theigraup )

A,

W o pl- Y.to Work for pa c
.

t;

zi

46"'151,

'' ,

)1



.

82

Tabrel-:12 . ,,rtvlean'.Sccpre"-,and'Sta. ard Deviation on OSSIT AND ,CMIA5,by Work Plans.

A anS .

,.,-

to
OSSIT

R

CMI S
S

1ot. Pl.an to tilork
t 3,

,

41.

plan to work at any
job aVailable

plan to work at a.
'job for which trained

plan to .work at a job
different from that
for, which trained

no response

Total

17

. 76

12

113

02.-
fe...,.

15.04.-

67.26....:,

10,62

04.1'4::

''41.00

. .,

20.82

,

,-. 26:49

V-, 67

9.54

.

6.56

9.63

0:05

\,40.33
\

\
27.12

35.51

32.92`.

33.88-

.19

7.7

6

'\6.99

---

Thos students who plan to work at; fDr which trained obtained a'

......
mean score on heOSSIT

,
that was 1.82,4i greater than that obtained by

,
I

students thdicating tti@St.plan.,to' wor di. ffite, rpm that, fOiiiIihich-A,: ' ''' i i, .1.-s..

trained'and 5.67 Ooihtszigi-eater than tht,:. nts, who plan to

workl'a any jot) avartable.- Those students d 1 an''; to mot* at a 36 f6i-,

lc

great than thdt,obIained by students indlpatin-
, . .

.
.ob dfifer t from hat for:Which trai el and 8'.3' ,

tbtMled by s udents'M
,

1 an .to w ,P14"411 job available.
A 0

........- : ,
70.

"4Ts
4.... 111,.

ea r '',,,,egazite.,, , ndard devtati tri op the OSSI and the CtilIASr-tly
.

educ ional plans of- stuthniss participating-in the st dy are shown in..-..,
f : f,.._

'n-etf-N:So -obtai ned a: mean score on the CMI1V that was 2.50 1.)9in

y.planvto work at a'

points grea epi, than .1hat

'TablQ 2E



Table 26. Mean Score' and Vandard DeviatfOrr,:on
tional Plans.' 4

.4.

:,OT and GM y Educa
e

Educati &raj; Plans
OSSIT

X S-

CM A'S

tno plans for further
education

plan to attend -a corn-,
munity,COTTege:or:taCh-
n#41 sChbol for orle. or
twl&-years

.

plan to attend &Join-
year col 1 ege or irhi ver- 11"
sity

plan too' join the mili-
tary for' training

' other, plans: for..irther.
education

:no respbrise

Total 113

55 '48.67- 27.87 ' 9.92 36.22

18 15.93 25.75 10.33 3.5.39 k

25.66 23.69, 8.73 31.21

; .

5.31 18.67 2.73 28.00

.65 lg. 4,1,6 '-24..67.

01.77".

100 :111A,

" 4

6.13

6.16,

6.32

10.97

L

Ap tro-thi,,e4s of the students (65%) #lan to continue their.

,formal eaucati On. Of these,: students , those ,whic;'pl an te);,attand a community
4

collegeege or teOhiii c5)1 school for one or two-years,' obtai net , .ffean
. . -. .

Scores. on both the, OSS IT andthe CMIAS.-of any of the groups. se "students
'

4

who plan. to attend a four xear col lege QT "Uni ver'Sity al so- obtai ned _mean

scores -`on` the OSSIT and CM-IAS.tliarete higher ton those 'obtainecl by nts, fry
who have no plans for further education.. Approximately Onetlairrt-41:,,of,,the*u

dents have no plans for. further edutation. Thee students ,esVii.' °'1!"



on the OSSIT and' he

Join the military for

7: CY C`.: . , 4

-A-ithif61-16"6h44T: planning ti-57,.

ining or who had other plarbs:for.-further education.
.

Hypothesis-8: The Variables of grade levels sex, amount of work

xperience, s,ocioeconomic status ..work plans; and

i!educational plans bear a significant, relationship

to 'students' scores on the OSSIT.

Series Of one-Way analyses of variances were conducted to 'determine
:

if .the effects of any of tfiee variables (grade '1 1 sex. , amount .of work.

jeperience socioeconomic status, tio.'k and-educatiodal plans) were

significant. The variles of grade level , ,sex and. socioeconomic status

Were
foUnd not :to be sinxi ficant (p .05)'. The variables of amqunt ot worl<

experience. work plansi.,an&eductiorial plans were found to be sfgnificant.

The result:: of agze-ope-WWanalysis of ',variance ,on' scores on. the' OSSIT by, work
I . 4

.experience `;are presented in:_ Table '27. .1,

Table 27. Analysis of Varian ?e SummarY. Table for Scores WY, :theAS IT by
'irk EXperience:'

, . Degrees of `1', Sum of Mean
ource. of s Freedom Squares ,Square

Between Groups 3 1 1858.448 619.6483

Withiyi,GroUps 108 '8585.0463 79:.4.912

To.tal 111 1044'3.9911

.
..

at tie .01 level of probabilitya.

F Ratio

7.7952 **



0

To compare the meansof the groups according.to amount of work experi-

i

ence following a significant .F ratio, the Duncan (1955) technique was used

It was found^that the students who had been employed full-time for'more than,r,;

a summer with a mean of 12.63 scored.silniffcantly higher.(p< .05) than any

85

of the other students grouped by amount ofwork.experience.

Table 28 presents the results of a one-way analysis of variance on

scores on the OSSIT by. work plans.

Table 28.' Analysis of Variance 8ummaryable for Scores on the OSSIT by
Work Plans.

Degrees of Sum of Mean

Source of Variation4 Freedom Squares Square F Ratio

Between, Groups. 3 1165.3944 388.4548 4.4230**

Within Groups 104 8932.1241 85.8858
,

Total 107 10097.185.

**significant at the 4..01 level of probabilitY

The significant'F ratio for the main effect of work plans, folloired by

the Duncan (1955) multiple,comparison test, indicated that those' students

who do not plan to work for pay with a mean of 41.00.scored,spificantly

higher (p < .05) than any of the other students grouped by work `plans. ,However,

there were only three students in-this group. Those students who planned to

mirk ,at any job available scored significantly lower (p < .05) with a mean of

20.82 than those students who plan to work at a job for which they have been



e

,

, .867, .

is.
The .results of a one!way analY0'SiKtflr v riance on scores on the'- OSSIT'

by educational ,plans are shown in Terioief.g9,7.

Table 29. Analysis of Va.rianCe,S
Educational Plans..

Source of Vari ati on

Between Groiips ,

Within GroUps

um; of Mean
ares .S

li:t M, 6

,106 01427TY,... -88;0383.

Total's .110

.,S,.,t,
, . * *significant at the ,< .0 3 ,level of Orobabi lrf,i

.. .
,

The significant F ratio for the main effdcOof educational plians, fol
_

, .lowed °by the Dungan, (1955) mqltiple' comparison test, indicated that/ those
,

students_ who,plan to attend a community college oi:tecf001*" school for one
l.

".=" '
or two years scored significantly higher ('p < ;.05) tfia-n -those. students

_

-plan to join the military for training or who have:other 'plans 'Or TfUrth'er

education.
e

Hy,po.thesi ,'S,can be rejected:;, with regard 't ':::thk.variablet.;ofgraCle.

level socioeconoMic status. Howeismr,:the: hypothesis ,cannot be

rejected Stiith regard ,to, work experienee; work.'plans"

It can be inferred that there'is'a relationship between these variables' and

scores on the OSSIT.
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Hypothesis The variable's of grade leVel sex, amount ofwork

experience, socioeconomic status, work plans., and

educational plans bear.a significant relationshi0

to students [scores on the CMIAS.

A series Of one-way analyses of Variances a5- cOnductedto

the effects of any 'of these variables grade lev4b;''spx,. amount of work ex-

perience, socioeconomic status, work plans, and edii Itionfal plans) were signi-
,

ficant The variables of amount of work experience and:socioeconomic status

were not found to be significant (p < .05), The variables of grade level, spx,

work plails, and educational plans were fOund to he .:.significant. ' The results

of a one -tray arialysis Of variance on scores on the CM AS by grade. level area.

presenXed 'In 'Table 30:

Table kt. naly islof Variance Sunilllary Table for ScOres on ,thy CMIAS

by' Grade Level:
.

- , Degrees .0 Sum ;of .. Mon:" .

..:S6Urce of Valation \(-, Freedom 4 Squares SCIUare, F Ratio:

Between :.Group`
II

1 ,,,.. "287.3224 287,13224 ". 6,1534**
._ ,

."'Idithin 'Oroups-\
...

111' 5182.9431 , 46;6932

.-Total .11 ' '.5470;2655
. .

.**significant ate, the < '.01,1evel of,probability

Student;-particfpaiing in the .study' Who are:in the.-twelfth grade scored

signjficantlY 4107. (p <,.01) with a illean0f234.4.3'.than did eleventh. grade

studehtith mean of 2925. HOWever, there,were only twelve'Students'

participating in the studY.who were in the eleventh- grade.' Additionally,,.



many of the twelfth grade §tudents in the Special Needs and CETA program

groups were., from one to seven years older than the average.twelfth grader:

The higher age of these students may haVe affected their scores-on the CMIAS.

Table 31 presents the results of a one-way analysis of variance on scores

on the CMIAS by sex.

88

V
Table 31. Analysis of Variance Summary Tables for Scores on the CMIAS by Sex'.

Degrees of. Sum of. Mean
Source of variation _Freedom, Squares Square F Ratio

Between Groups 1 949.6329 949:6329 23.3174**,

Within Groups 111 4520.6326 40.72

'afiotall 112 5479.2655

**significant- at the-,< ..01 level of probability

Females participating in the study with emean score of. 35.66 scored
,,'" .

significantly higher ,(p Q .01) than males; with. a mean score of 29.16.

The results of a one-way analysis of variance on ,scores on the 'CMIAS

by work plans, are shown in Table 32.

The significant' F ratio for the main effect of work plans .followed by

the Duncan 11955) multiple comparison 'test, indicated that the students who

plan to work at any job available scored significantly lower, (0 < ..05) Oth

mean of,27.12 than both the students who do not plan to work for pay with

, mean of 40.33 and those who plan'to work A a job for which trained,_ with

mean of 35,51 floWever, there:mere only three students participating In the
. .



Table 32. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Scores on, the CMIAS by

Work Plans. .

Source of Variation

Between Groups'

Within ,Groups

Total

Deirees of
Freedom

104

107 5116.8519

'Sum of. Mean

Squares Square

...1113.5170: 371.1723 .

F Ratio

9.6449*'Y

4002.3349 38.4840
4

-"significant at the .< .01 level of probability

A Resul s .of a one-way analysis of.-variance on .scares on the CMIAS- by

, - 12 1)

educat onal plans, of:the- studentS is presented in Table 32.

\

1 G

T Te' 33. Analysis of Variance. Summary Table for Scores on the CMIAS by

ducational Plans
...,...

..,. r- ' ..,:Degregs of Sum of - 4 Ilean

Source ' of' Vari ati on Freedom 'Squares Square F Ratio

Between Groups 4 1008.8791 252.2198 .6.4056**

itf

106 . 4173.0849 39.368744ithin Groups

Total.
A

5181.9640

**significaht, at the < .01 level bf,probability

)To compare the mean of the groups' according to educational plans fol-

lowing a signifiOnt F ratio,,the Duncan (1955) technique was used It was

found that those studentS who plan to continue their formal education by

either .a tending a four year college or university (with a mean = 35.39) or

attending community college or technical school for one or two years ,



-

,Amean =:36.22) scored significantly higher .05) .than those'students whO

90

had no:planSJOr further education (mean . = 3 21) and those who plan to-join

the'military,fOr training (mean 7 28,.00) or have 'Other plans for .further edit-

...cation (mean .= 24:67).
,

. Hypothesis 9:can be rejected with ,r gird to the variables of amount of

work e0eriente and spdoeconomic statu However, thehypothesis cannot.be.
-t.

rejected' with regard to grade level, s, x ,.`work Vans, and educational plans

Tt can be inferred that there is a r atiOnthip betWeen these variables and

scores on the CMIAS.

Question. 11. What'aspects of the ySS Module's are most and least useful and'

effective for-the t ree'program groups participating in the

study asjudgesi by'thestudents and teachers?

Table 34 presents means a 4, standard deviations of-\Students! responses'.

(opinions). to.statements rega'qindobsefulneSs,and effectiveness:of the
4

Modules .by Program group-

The CETA students agre d with the statement that they had learned a 1

from the OSS Modules that ill help them at
0
work. The'Special Needs and

Cooperative Office Occup tions students tended to disagree with this state-
.

ment. *However, all thrre program groups disagreed with the statement that

they already knew most of what was included in-the Modules. The CETA stu-

.dents tended.tdagree.that'the Modules were more useful.to them than other

instructional materi ls they have used in class while the Special Needs
. . j

students, Aisagreed lightlY-and the CooperatiVe Office OcCupatiOns students
. -

Mended to disagree None'of the three program grou0S'agreed tha:the ModUleS



Table 34. Means :and `Standard Deviation's of StUdent Opinions Regarding Usefulnes5 and Effectiveness

of the OSS Modules by Program Group.

4'= Agree Strongly Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Disagree Strongly_

-Statement

Program Group

CoOperative
Office Occu- ,

Special ,

pations , Needs

(n- = 37) 16)

X S S

. .

I have learned :a lot from
Modules that. will help me . ,

' at Vork
f_

2.22 " 0,76' 2,33. 0.90 - 3,19. 0.86.
. . ,

.

2. / alreedY knew most of what
)

was included in the Modules .1.75 . 0,84 1,.07 0.92 1.:14.Y0,--9 ! 1 .'.44. 0.91

tETA Total

(n 2g) (n = 75)

-
The Modules were more. useful
to me.than textbooks, work-
books,: and other instruc-

tional materials' that have

used in class.

The Modules were difficult
for me to understand ,1.83 0,65 0,705 , 01.74 1 94 0.67,

T6' Modules were too easy 1.47 0.77 1.07 .-Y0,92, 1,J4 0.76

6, My attitudes toward employ -

ment have change&,for* the
better -after-being taught

the .Module5- 2.06 0,63 2,00 T.96 3.05 0.67-- 2-.734 0.84

2:.17 0,77 2.43 0.76 2.95 p.86 2.45' 0.86



Tabirri4. Continued.

7. Overall', the Modules were

'extellent

The Module.on Motivati-on
for work °was' useful ..to ,me 2.17. 0.74'

A .

The Module on Understanding
Self was useful to me '2.33' . 0.83'

0,77

1.72 0.81

0. Threffeule on Interpersonal
Relations was useful 'to me- "2,25

1. The Modal on Problem
Solying wa useful to me 2.25 0.73'

The; Module on Effective
Communicationwas useful
to me

3.- The MOdule :on Coping with
Conflict was useful:to me

The .Module on-Creativity
on the Job was useful to me .2,17 0..70 2,63 0,74 ;.3,05 0,'59 2'.51

2.43 0,65 3.14

2.5k 0,85 3.24

2.54 0;66 2,90

2..31 0.75 3.29

0.73 2,51 4 0.83

0.62 2.631 0.87

0.89 2.50,

,s -
0.72', 2.57,'' 0.86'

2,71 0,61 2.71 -'0:72

'

2.51 - 0.75

. The Module on Authority and

Responsi bi 1 i ty . was useful

to me 2.22

16. The Module on 'Adapting and

Planning fqr the future was

Useful to me 2,17

0,76

4#' k.

2,46''' 0,88 ' 3,05 9.09. 2:51, 0:83

0.74 2,31 0 75 -v2:95 , 0,59s- 2.43 0.37
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.

.

were too difficult to understand, althOugh the Special Needs Students did not
.

. .
. .

. .

disagree with.the statementaS strongly as the other program'groups. How-

ever, all three 'prOgram groups'tended to disagree strongly with the statement

that, the Modules were too easy. Both the Cooperative Oqice:Octupations and .

NeedsNeeds sudents disagreed with the Statpment that their attitudes

toward employment ave changed for the better after king 'taught the Modules.

However,!the'CETA students greed'With this'statement. The CETA students

also agreed thatoverall the ModuJes were excellent, but the Cooperative

Office Occupations and Special Needs st4dents tended to diSagree.

With regard to usefulness of individual MOduleS, there was also some

disagreemeht aMong program groups. The Cooperative Office Occupations Stu,

dents.tenAed to disagree with the statements indicating usefulness for all

nine Modules. The CETA studoents tended to agree. with the statements indi-

'tating.uSefulness for all nirte Modules. In general, the,:Special Needs stu-,

dents did not indicate strong agreement-Or strong disagreement with the state;

ments indicating usefulness for any of theine Modules.

Teachers' responses (opinions) to statements regarding usefulness and

effectiveness of the OSS Modules by-program group are presented in Table 35.

The CETA teacher agreed with the statement that all of-the Modules were

useful in his classes, However, the Cooperative Office Occupations and

Special Needs teachers disagreed strongly with the statement. All three%.

teachers agreed strongly that the Modules were more useful.when the teacher

selected, which sessions from a Modale to use in class. The CETA and Cooper-
,

t -



/

Table 35., Teacher Opinions Regarding Usefulness and Effdctiveness of the ()SS Modules.

.4 A. Agree Strongly . 3 0 Agree 2'0 Disagree. Y''---I.Disagree Strongly

Cooperative Office

Statement OccupatiOn'Teacher

Special Needs
Teacher

CETA
Teacher

Teacher
.?:Mean

Res onSes

I. .All*of the Modules were
useful in my classes 1.00 1,00 3.00 '1.67

2,, The Modules were' more use-

...* fdl when the teacher sel-.
ected which_sessions froM
a.Mod.ule to.use in cla'ss 4,00 4.00. ' 4.00 4.00

3. The Modules were appropriate
for My students 3,00 2.00 3.00 2.67

4. My students already knew most
of what'was included in the.'

Modules 3.00 1.00 1.00 1:67

5. The Modules would be more use-
ful for teachers whohave_ more
academically oriented students
than I have 1.00 4.00 2,00 2.13

b. The Modulet would be more use-
ful for teachers who have stu-
dents who are not as academically
oriented as mine 4.00 e

r

1.00 2.33.

. The Modules were more us.eful to,

me than textboOs, workbOoks,_and

other. tnstructionalJMaterials
that .I used in, clas$ 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00

1 105



Table 35. Continupd.'.

8. The Modules were'too, easy for

my students
1:00'

The'Modules were too difficult
for my,students to understand. 2:00

10. After being taught the Modules

.
my students are botter.pre-
pared for work-than they'were

11

. .

After beingtaught the Modules
my 'Studentl' attitudes toward
Amployment have'betoMe more

positive 3100,

. .

12. OvOralh the Modules .were

excellent 3.00

13. The Module on MotjVation,for
work was useful for'my 5tudentS 2.00

14. The Module on pnderstanding self

was useful for my students 3.00 4.00 3,67

15. The Module on Interpersonal Rela-.

tions was useful for my students '. 3.00 MO' 4.00 3.33

16, The Module on Problem Solving was
2.00 4,00- 2.67

4.00

3.00

1,00 1.33

2,00 2.67

3.00

2.00

3.00

3.00

:4.00

4.00

3'0d

1.00'

3.00

jAo )

.
useful for my students

17. The Module on Effectiveommunica-
tion was useful for.my students 3,00 2,00, ; 4,06. 2,67:

.11



Table 35. Continued..

18. The Module ,,on Coping with ,
Conflict Was useful for, my
students

19.. °TheModuld on Creativity;on
the Jot( was Useful for my

studentst
20: The 'Module can Authori ty

Responsibility was, uso'ful for
my studentS

21 TKeModule on ;A-dapting and
Pidnning for the Future was
useful for my siudents

1 . 00

3.00

2.00

107

3;00.; )' 4.00

3.00 , 4.00 3.00



'ative Office Occupations teachers agreed that the Modules were appropriate

for their classes.,-.bUt the special Needs teacherdid not agree that they

were appropriate for her, student's. The CETA and Special Needs teacher§

97

disagreed strongly with the statement-that, th@ir students already knew most

. of what as. included in the Modules but the Cooperative Office'OccUpations-

teaci,eragreed with the statement. ..The-Special Needs. teacher agreed ,strongly

that ttie MoaulOs'WoUld be more useful for teachers who have-more academically

oriented students than she has The CETA teacher disagreed with this state-

ment and the.Cooperative Office Occupations teacher disagreed strongly. The

Special Needi teacher .disagreed With t'he statement that the Modules would be

more useful for teachers who hdve students who are not as Academically

-/oriented as hers. The CETA teacher ,also disagreed with the statement, but

the Cooperative Office Occupations teacher agreed strongly. Only the Cooper-

,

ative Office Occupations teacher disagreed with the statement that the Modul&

were more useful than other instruClional'materials he has used 'in class.

All-three teachers registered disagreement with the statement that the Modules

were too easy for their students.' However, only t Special)Needs teacher

thought that the Modules were too -difficult fo er students to understand.

All three teachers agredathat their students are better prepared r work

after being taught the Modules and that their students' attipudes toward.

employment, have become more positive. The CETA and Cooperative Office Occu-

3,

pations teachers agreed that overall the Modules were excellent, but the

Special Needs teacher disagreed.



Question 12. .What aspects of the OSS Modules were most and least attractive

to the three .program
.groupS'' participating in 'the study -,as

judged by the students and teachers?

Tea'chers' and.students' responses to statements (opinions) regarding

types of learnTng activities in,the OSS Medules byjrogram ghoup are pre-
,

sented in Table 36.
t

All threetea0ers disagreed with the statement that each Module should

be used in its entirety and agreed that the Modules needed to be supple-

mented with additibnal materials to meet'the objectives of ttieir:Classes.

The teaVIers from the Special Needs and CETA program groups agreed that the

case studies in the Modules were'Oseful for their students, and theirTSfU-'

dents tended to indicate that they enjoyed the case studies.1 Howeyer, the

Cooperative Office Occupations teacher agreed that the ce studies were

useful-but 11.4s students tended not to enjoy the case studies. The games in.
4!.

the. Modules were perceived as useful by all thre$ teachers, and all three

groupS of students tended to enjoy them. All three teachers perceived the

discussions among the teacher and other students suggested in the Modules as
, r

',being useful for their students. However, students in the CETA group were the

only ones to indicate enjoyment with the discussions. . The Coopentive Office

Occupations and Special Needs students neither'agreed.or disagreed with the

statement that they enjoyed the discussions. With regard to the role-playing

.activities in ttle Modules, the Special Needs and CETA teachers agreed that

A

they were useful to theA students. However, the Cooperativ'e,,Office Occu-

pations and Special Needs students neither agreed or disagreedwith the

10.J



e 16. Teachers' and Students' Opinipns Regarding Types of Learning Activities in the OSS'Modules

'rogram Grou0. 2

Agree Strongly 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree Disagree Strongly

anent

tiers7
Module should be used

is entirety

Modules needed to be

lementedMth,additio01
rials1 tO"Meetthe ObjeC-

S. Of any classes

case studies in the'Modules-

useful or my students'

games in the Modules were

ill for mystudents

discussions'aMong the

her and other students ., .

ested in the Modules were

for,My students

role - playing activities

Ile:Modules were useful

my students

Cooperative Of-

jice,OCcupations Special Needs

teacher n = 1 .teacher n = 1

student n'.17 \ student n =16

4 Total Mean

CETA a: 7 Response

teacher n,= 1 : teacher n .

student n-. 22 student n.= 75

2:00 2.00'

3.00

4.00

2,00

4.00 3.00

4.00 3.00 3.00



Table 36.

Students

I enjoyed the case studies in
the Modules

I enjoyed the games in the
Modules

I enjoyeCthe:diuussions,with::
the teacher...and other students

I enjOyed the role-playing
Activities: in the Modules

. ,

jhe Modules were-Veryin'ter-,
esting to me'



statement that the, role-playing activities were 'useful for his .students.

The CETA and Special. Needs students indicated that they
enjoyed the,role

_playing activities, but the Cooperative Office Occupations students indicated

that they did not enjoy the role-playing activities. The CETA students '',

agreed with thestatement/that the Modules were very, interesting. HoWever,

ry

the Special. Needs students did not tend to agree or disagree.,/ and the Cooper-

ative OffiCe Occupations students disagreed with the statement.

Qualitative Data
. -

Qualitative data were collected throughout thq:S.tudy/by means of C ass

root ?,obterVati on.:.of: and interviews. wi with both teac'er$.. 40' students parti Cip4

tin in the...ttudy. :These data are tiresente&at:Oit time by prograw.groOp
. : .

,

tO.sUpplement and further explain the 44antitatt:ve results presented:pre,

viouslyv

Cooperative Office Occupations Teacher Reactions. -.The ovOral 1 reaction

of the. COOperative Office
'Occupationt .teacher/ to the use of the 055

was favorable. Comments such as "these skills are just as :important to the

1

students as the office skills I teach and 1 of my students need, to'work

n.skilis like thOse, presented in the. OSS M dules were made reppltedly by

the teacher during discutsiOn with the in,V stigator

However, two major reactions were made clear to the investigator through,-

out the study. First there was not adequate time to use the OSS Modules in

the Offi ce Occupations prograrn.. , The . tearerJ eXpressed thi s prOb 1 em *en. :

. .

.

a



v.
completing the teacher opinfonnaire by writing that "the use of nine\Modules

in approximately fifteen weeks of.class left my Office OcCupations classes

with.verplittle time for the improvement of the various skills which these

students need on their jobs." The problem of inadequate time was especially

apparent to the investigator during one of the claSsroom observations made.

During this class period the teacher was not able to devote enough time to

some of the sessions within the OSS Modules to allow for complete coverage

of'the topic or to allowfor maximum interaction between ttudentt± This.
. -

pbserversensed an atmosphere of "let's get this:dOne:Jast'sO we canget on

to' other things." The a.sumption:wat.made by the'obterver that this "feelin ""

was also sensed by students in the clats. When observing the class that
)

was.taught only those sessions from the OSS Modules that were selected by

the teacher, the observer=did not sense.this atmosphere.

'.The'second major reaction that was apparent in both the interviews witji

the teacher and in his written responses to questtons regarding use of the

OSS Modules was that the MOdules should e used as supplementary materials

Only for Office OctUpations tlatses. Ibis reaction would seem to'be a
,

natural one, given the 'problem of too much to do-in-a limited pertod of time.

Cooperative Office Occupations Student Reactions. The overall, reaction

of students in the Cooperative' Office Occupations program to the OSS Modules

was very similar to their teacher's. 'Although, many of the students inter-
,

viewed claimed that they already knew much of what' was included in the OSS,

Modules, most of the students indicated that the information included in the



Modules.wds Ipportantjor success at work. The'followinels a representative
'

;

sampling Office Occupations.. students' comments regarding the OSS Modules:

"The Modules are good because they teach you abbut youfself
and others and how to relate, which is important."

"Some, of them (sessions) are dumb or too easy, but some are

good:"

"The-MadUles are good as long as they don't get in the way of
learning the office

"Some of them are kind of a drag and not really helpful at
work.

"They're good because they teach .Yd4about things that
,happen in the real world.".

"1 thfnk they're importipt but we don't have time in this

class. I think they should be taught in a psychology class."

"I don't think the-teacher likes them."

A common reaction among almost all of the Office Occupations students was

that they do not have time to learn-the occupational survival skills in

their Office Occupations classes. kreaction common to many of the students

was that they already knew the occupational. survival skills. However, almost

all of students indicated that learning occupational survival skflls'waS

Important.

Special Needs Teacher Reactions. Two. major reactions by the Special

Needs teacher,. to the OSS:ModUles became apparenetotthe-investigator.. First,

the.teicher had.a favorable overall reaction to the OSS.ModUles:. .When com-

pleting the teacher opinionnaire she wrote that "overall, the structural

organization of thellodUles, topiC selection and sequence was excellent."
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.During the 4:iscussions with 'tile inVestigator, the teacher made .ComMeats such

.
';

as "It. isjpcirtant thatSpecial Needs students learn many of the (kills

,

included,ifuthe. Modules" and ,"Concepts concerning, the inner self.are' important

.
,

.

.

-, to teach these students." The teacher commented that 'the students' reactions,

to the.qicttyities were generally faVorable:" ,

,. .
,

,.

However, the second major reaction of the Special_Needt teacherTwas that
. . . .

the OSS Modules were 'too difficult 'for her students. =Her' main concerns ten-

ter;ed on the reading level of the Modulesand.on the overall high conceptual

basis,of the that she perceived. Durfng discussions with the inves-

,

tigator and In written responses to the teacher dpinionnaire, the following

comments were made:

"In order to meets the objectives stated in the lessons,

Wad to substitute relevant examples, Words, and entire

concepts."

"The students had difficulty transferring the concept

stressed in the activity and relating it to the objective

stressed'in the lesson."

"Due to- the high conceptual level, I had to verbally des-

. cribe the objectives or message of the lesson. .Therefore,

most of the time was spent in teacher,discussion, lessen-

ing the time these students need-for actually experiencing

an activity."

During discussions with the investigator, the teacher's concern regarding

the importance of teaching occupational survival skills to these students

betame, apparent,
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Special Needs Student Reactions.. The reactions of the Special Needs

students interviewed to the OSS ModuleS were varied. HoWeVer two common

105

reactions of the students were': l) learning the occupational survival skills

will help them to be successful at:work,,and 2) the OSS Modules were not too

. difficult for them to understand. The second reaction s\irfaced during the

interviews despite the fact that a direct question regarding difficulty of

the. Modules was not-asked., The following is a representative sampling_of the

Special Needs students comments regarding the OSS Modules.

.

"These (Modules) teach about problemsatwOrLand at home.
They're worth

"Tfiey're good because they're not taught An any-e-t(ter Class."

"None of these: (Se'ssions) are too hardi.and-some:of'them
0

. aretob easy.' ."

"some of,the kids don't like them (Modules) because they're
too babyish."

"The questions should be harder sp you have to think more and
You're not done An ten minutes."

"The Modules a0e:about the same as-everything else(curri-

. culum matenials).".

While observing the classroom situations, it became apparent that most of the

students were aware of the relevance of the MOules to their needs and situ-

ations. Forthe most part, the students

OcCUpational, survival skills. However,

Modules were not too difficult for them,

were enthuSiastic about learning

despite their insistence that the

problems with reading and transfer

of concepts to real world examples and situations were apparent.
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CETA Teacher Reactions. The overall reaction by, th CETA teacher to, the

use of the OSS Modules was mast favorable:"When responding.to the teacher

opinionnaire, he wrote, "I thought the program was excellent. It provides

a little something foreveryone, and as a basis for a class'Would.be,q,Cellent.

In fact,,acourSe,in occupatinal survival skills should.,be:required for all..

students at the high school level." Regarding the useful=ness of the Modules

for CETA,students,sthetpacher Wrote, 'the Modulds helped-proiide materials

that provoked; the students' to think about themselves in 'a non-threatening

way. All in all, the Modules providt an, excellent,forum for the kind of per

sonal growth that leads to successful job behavior." Discussions with the

CETA teacher revealed his enthusiasm for using the OSS Modules with his 'Stu=

dents. Comments such as, "these materials are.just what we needed" were

made repeatedly. The only reaction not tompletely positive was that "as a

rule, I found it very difficult to-stick to a fifty minute time limitfor

each of the sessions in a Module.'

ETA Student Reactions. The CETA students reacted td the OSS Modules

with thesame enthusiasm as their teacher. Without exception, the CETA stu-
,

,dents interviewed stated that what they learned from the OSS Modules has helped

them to be more, successful at work. In addition; a majority of the students

indicated that they had never been taught most of the topics included ill the

Modules. The folTowing is a representative sampling of CETA students com-
,

merits regarding the OSS Modules.



"The:Modules are mostly useful for work but 'also for Per..

sonal life."

"The Modules have helped everybody in class 'get` their heads '\*

together. They helped me to know-myself and feel good

about myself."

. "Teaching thirigs like the Modules would,helvkeep people in

SchOol% high schools would use them, there would be
less dropout's ,;,.:

"PeopleMholeave.or graduate from highschool are not ready
for 'work.. :TheYshOuld have,an-otcuOational survival skills .

class first

"The ModUles are good, but, it depends very much on the teacher,
The teacher has to really get into them.'

.

"They're kind ,of difficult, but challenging."

The enthusiasm of both'the Students:and the teacher to use the OSS Modules

was apparent during each 'ClaSsroomobservation and during every interview

'

'conducteth Therapport between StudentS and-teacher was exemplified by

the following comment ma 4e by one student interviewed, "The teacher is .great.

He's trying to teach us t deal-with the world."

Summary
e

The overall, reaction of the majdrity of students from all three program

groups to the Occupational Surviyal Skills Modules,was favorable. The stu-

dents'indicated generally that what-they'have learned from the OSS Modules

11 help theM to become more Successful at work. . In addition a majority

of the s udents ageed that although skills like those included in the-OSS

Modules are not generally Aught5in high'School; these skills are important

and should be learnecrby students before they leave high school. Most stu-
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1

ozients also'indicated that: they. enjoyed using thCOSS-Modules.

A major reaction of the.Cooperative Offibe Oecupations'students and

teacher to using the OSS Modules was that there was not adequate time to

learn both the oceupational,sureval.skills and .offim s# ills under the cur-
,

rent method of conductingAhe program. eA major-reactio6 by the Special.

Needs teacher was the OSS Mo ules were too difficuktfor her students. Al-.

e-'

though the Special Needs stud fits indicated that the 'CGS Modules were not

too difficult for them,' difficulties in reading and in transferring concepts

to their work world were appa ent to the observer. :The OETA,stUdents and

teacher were theimost enthusiastic of the three program groups toward using

the ()SS Modules.

This chapter has presented responses to research questions and results

of hypotheses testingiregardi-ng the effectiveness .,and usefulness of the OSS

Modules for three different student populations. The effects of different

'variables on the attainment of, occupational survival skills by students'

participating in the study and on their attitudes.' toward employment have

been presented. Chapter V summarizes these results, draws apparent Conclu-

sions, and offers recommendations for implementation of the.OSS Modules as

well as stiggesting possible-further research to be conducted.



CHAPTER V

Summary Discussion and Conclusions, and ,Recommenglations

Summary

The primary purpose of this study was to explore, to describe and to

interpret the influences'of -the Occupational,SurVival Skills Modules on

selected Cooperative Office Occupations, Spec,i/p1 Needs, and CETA studehts'

attainment of'occupational survival skills and attitudes toward employment.

Additional purposes. were to assess: 1) the effects of amount of exposure

to.the OSS Modules on students' attainment of occupational suevival'sRills

and their attitudes toward employment, 2) the relationships between attain-

.
ment of occupational survival skills and attitudes toward employment j)

the4.0ationships between the, variables of grade level, sex amount of work.

.

experience,frsocioeconomic status, work plans, and educational plans d

L

students' attainment of occupational sun/rival skills and their attitudes

toward employmen and 4) the differences in students and teachers

opinions of the usefulness and effectiveness of; the OSS Modules.'

Students from Cooperative Office Occupations Special Needs, and CETA

programs were selected forthe study becduse they appeared to represent

the broad spectrum of students for'Whom the OSS Modules would appear to :be

most useful and effective'and becaUseseuhNrogram has a work experience

component.

Students from eaChOfTthe three program groups were tested on their

attainment of ootupational surviVal skills and they attitudes, toward

employment to determine 4ifferencest hypothesized by the investigator.-



The instrument used. to measure the attainment of occupational survival skills

was the:OccUpational Survival` Skills Information Test (OSSIT). Attitudes

toward employment were measured by the Career Maturity. Inventory-Attitude

Scale (CMiAS) (Crites, 19734.

Regarding the ef4ct of program group membership on the attainment of

occupational survival skils, significant differences (p < .01) in mean

scores on the OSSIT were obtained between each pair of iprograM.groups. The

CETA students obtained the highest mean score, followed by the Cooperative

Office OCcupations students. The Special Needs' students obtained the lowest

mean score on the OSSIT.

Regarding the effect of program group membership op attitudes to ard

employment, the Special Needs students, obtained a significantly lower mean --,

score Tp .05) On.the CMIAS than'both the Cooperative,Office Occupations

and CETA students. However, the difference between mean scores for Coopera-

,

tive Office Occupations and CETA students was not significant.

An analysis of the effect of exposure to the OSS- Modules on thsattain-

.
ment of occupational survival skills produced the following results. Stu-

dents from all three program groups who were exposed, to the OSS Modules

(were taught all or any of the sessions within the OSS Modules) obtained

significantly higher mean scores (p < .05) on the OSSIT than did those stu-

dents who were not exposed to the OSS Modules. However, the amount of

exposure "the OSS Modules, whether taught ali..of the sessions from the OSS

Modules or taught only those sessions selected by their teachers, did not

have a significant effect on the mean scores obtained-on the OSSIT by any

of the three program groups.
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The effect of exposure
,

to the OSS Modules on students' attitudes

toward employment-asc,measured byscores on the CMIAS was not significant

for any of the program groups:
taoP,

AR analysis of the relationship between scores obtained on the OSSIT

,
and on the CMIAS by all students participating in the study resulted in'a

'correlation coefficient of,.506 (p < .01). Positive correlatfpn Ceefft-

cientOp <,01) were also obtained for ,scores by program group (.335 for

Cooperative Office Occupations, .617 for Special Needs, and .5,5,for CETA)

andexpOSure:to the OSS Modules. (.632 for.thOse taught all of the OSS

Modules, .478 fOr those taught onlysessionS selected by their...teachers',

and '.395 for students not taught. any of the OSS Modules)...

Significant differences in mean scores on the OSSIT were:found.between

Students with different amounts of work ,experienqg (p < .01),.different

work PlanS (p < '701), and different educational plans (p < .05). lioWever,

significant differences.were'not found between students in the eleventh-and

tWelftbgrades, between males and femaleS,.mbetween students froM different

socioeconomic levels;'

Significant differences (p < .01) in mean scores on the CMIAS were

.jound betWeen students in the eleventh and.twelfth grades, males and females,

!

students with different work plans., and with different educational plans.

Significant differences were not found between students-with different

amounts of work experience, and students froth different socioeconomic levels.

Differences of opinions regarding the usefulness and effectiveness of

the OSS Modules were found to exist among the three program groups. As
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evidentedA), both written and vrbal responses, the CETA students

teacher reacted most favorably of the three program groups to the .usefulnes$

and effectiveness of the OSS Modules.

Iingeneral the Special Aeeds-students and teacher reacted less favor

ably to the ,OSSAlodules than. did the CETA students and teacher. The Special

Abedt teaCher expresed concern that the OSS Modules, in their present form.

112

are too difficult for Special Needs students., Difficulties' With the read-
,

inglevel:andlOth'transfer of concepts to practical usage were the two M9st

- ,

apparent probleMs for Special. eeds students

The Cooperative Office Occupations students and teacher, offered the

least favorable reaction of the three program groups,to the usefulness and

effectiveness-of the OSS Modules. In general, the teacher and students

agreed during discussions with the Investigator that learning occupational

survival skills is important. However, the major reaction of the Coopera-
.

tive Office Occupations students and teacher centered on the concern of

inade'quate time to learn both occupational survival skills and necessary

technical office'skills as the Office Occupations program is conducted

currently.

Discussion and Conclusions,

Results of this study indicated significant differences in attainment

of occupational survival skills and maturity of attitudes toward employment

among the three program groups. However, in many cases the results were

not consistent with the predictions made by the investigator at the outset

of the study. In addition, some discrepancy was apparent between quantita-
.
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tiye.and qualitative data collected.

Possible'explanaions for, and discussien-of, the results are presented,

belOW, Conclusions made by the investigator are also:presented..Conclu-
.

sio9s made from th study are based on the use of.the OSS'ModUles with
t

selected, high:school students. A description of these participants begins

on Page 62. Generalizability is limited to student populations with similar

characteristics.

Performance on OSSIT by Program Group. Differences in program group

mean scores on the OSSIT were predicted. However, the order in which these

differences occurred was not expected. It(was predicted that the CETA

students would score significantly lower than both the Special Needs and

Cooperative'Office Occupations students on'the OSSIT and tha the Coopera-

tive Office Occupations students would score significantly higlier on the

OSSIT than the other two program groups.: In fact;, the CETA students scored
v.

significantly (p < .05) higher than the other program groups r4nd the Spe-

cial Needs students scored significantly (p < .05) lower.

1. 'CETA-..-TwO explanations for the performance of the CETA studentS:are

suggested. First, the as tion made, by the investigator a the outset of.4

:the study that the CETA stude ts were not as academiCally.ab e as either

the Cooperative Office Occupation

have been erroneous. Based on classroom observations, discussions with

students, and responses to questions on the student opinionnaire, the CETA

or Special Needs students appears to

students whd Participated in this study seemed to.be:the most motivated to

learn occupational surVival.skillS of the'three prOgraM groups. Motivation
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for learning occupational survival skills may require more of a job

.orientation than an academic orientation. Much of this apparent motivation

may..have resulted from the perceived relevance of the content included in the

OSS Mod Ules to the CETA students as evidenced 'by their responses to questions

on the student opinionnaire and by statementmadeto the investigator`:'

Auring interviews.

Second, #eTelationship.betweep the CETA students who were expOsed7,.;

to the OSS Modules and their teacher Was an extraordinary one Nring-class

room'observationsidit was apparent to the investigator that the±teaCher had

developed-a rapport:With the students: which helped enable him to capitalize

on the student motivation to learn. occupational survival skills.

The perforMance:of the CETA program,group on the OSSIT and the per

ceived relevance of learning occupaticinal,survival skill suggest. that theTh

OSS Modules can be both useful to, and effective for, CETA students-..

2. Cooperative OffIceOccupations--Therelatilie performance of the

Cooperative Office Occupations students on. the OSSIT-Was worse, than pre-'
1

Otted-bY the investigatorat the beginning of the study. The degree of

perceived relevance of, and hence-motivationfor, learning oCcupational

survival skills is one possible explanation for this result.

A discrepancy existed between the responses to questiOns on the

student opinionnaire and much of the information collected through discus-
1

sions\ between the investigator and students. .Data from the student

opinionnaire 4hdicated the Cooperative Office Oc4upations sttidents did

not perceive the .OSS Modules' s being relevant and indicated an apparent



lack of motiVation to learn occupatiorial survival skills. However state-

ments made tor the investigator during interviews and discussions with

students indicated relevance. and: motivation :for: learning .

occupational survival skills.

The factor that might:explain. the performance of .the Cooperative Office
)

Occupations students on the OSSIT, And may help:to. explain ,the discrepancy

tipetween theluantitatiye and qualitative data, was a lack of adequate, time

. , ' H

to learn occupational survival Skills: Urilike the formal- classroom exper-,

-iences of the CETA and Special Needs students, which were designed

I include the :teaching of.topics likeOccupational survival

1. Cooperative Office Occupations class time was deSigned to. lrected.

toward the development of specific, technical office

both written and verbal responses, the Cooperative' Office Occupations stu,-

dents tended to view the learning of occupational survival skills as being

accomplished at the exprise of learhing necessary office skills.

Overall, these, stu6nts tended to place secondary importance on

skills. As evidenced. by

learning occupational survival skills. During discussions with students;

the notion that eriiployment 'would result from the attainment of office

skill s not occupational survival skills , was prominent among the Offi ce

Occupations students, To .a lesser degree these feelings 'were expr ssed by

he teacher in response to questions on the teacher opinionnaire. This
.

notion of secondary importance may have contributed to the apparent lack

of motivation by the Cooperative Office Occupations students to

occupationaT survival' skills.

learn



Given a limited amount of *time, both the teacher and students were

forced to place primary emphasis on either' learning specific office skills

or learning occupational survival skills. The findings suggest that learn-

ing occupational survival skills was perceived as having secondary relevance

and may have'resUlted:in less'ApotiVatiOn by .both.the:teaCher and students.

The apparent lack of motivation teylearn occupational survival skills, as

indicated by data collected from the student opinionnaire, may have resulted

from studentsbeing forced to choose between learning specific office skills,

or'learning occupational survival skills. StateMents regarding inadequate
'

time tO learn both occupational survival Skills and office skills were made

by students to the investigator during,discussions as reasons for concert

tr4ting on office skills rather thamoccupational survival skills. Students'

,responses may have reflected a desire to continue learning office skills.

rather than, the appai-ent.lack of mOtivation to learn ogcupational sur<val

skills. Responding in a nedative,manner to.lePrning occupational survival

skills may have,been one method perceived to ensure the'dontinued teaching

of office skills.

In order for the OSS Modules to 'be used .effectively by Cooperative

Office OccUpatiOns students and teachers,.it appears that a feeling of

acceptance.and enthusiasm for learning occupational, survival skills must,

first be '.:generated. From this study, it seems apparent, that acceptance

anifenthusiiiM fOr the OSS. ModOlds cannot' e expeCte"d.if adequate time is

not evilable to teach both.° 5kills and Occupational survival skills.-

Theefindings suggest that.:t0-beaccepted by teachers' and Students in any



vocatiOnal
.

Program occupational survival skills must not .be viewed as a

Set of Skills that can .1::e learned only at theexpense ofnOtiearning

3. Special Needs--Prior to the study, the investigator did not have

clear expectations regarding how the Special Needs stadents would react to

learning occupational survival skills, or how they would perform on the

OSSIT. Result's indicated that the Special Needs program.group obtained a

significantly lower (p < .05) mean score on the OSSIT than both the. SETA

and Cooperative Office Occupations Students.

Responses to OUestions on the student opinionnaire tended to indicate

a lack of perceived relevance and(;otivation occupational survival

skills. However, the perception of the,relevince of learning occupational

survival skills was made apparent to the investigator by boththe students

and teacher during classrooM observations and discussions. These Observa-

.

tions,and diiCussions subgest'that the pcor performance on'the OSSIT by the

Special Needs program group did not result from a lack of motivation to

learn occupational survival Skills. This conclusion is supported by the

fact that the student opinionnaire data indicated that the Special Needs

students were, more ;highly motivated'to learn oCcupatiobal survival 'skills

than theCooperative Office-Occupations students ba scored significantly
=-'

lower (p < ,65) on the'OSSIT., ,7

. `These findings suggest that the'explanation for the performance the

50ettal:Needsstudents on'the.OSSIT lies with the difficulty-of.the:Oss

'
1

.

Modules. .Although tertain.studentS madeit:Clear that. they fOlt'thatthe-



Modules were ,not too difficult for them, it became apparent to the

investigator and to the teacher that these students were having difficulty

with the reading level of the Modules.and with transfering concepts included

in the Modules to their work world. Responding to written questions on the

OSSIT regarding occupational survival skills was also a difficult task for

these students to perform. _A verbal test regarding occupational survival

skills might be more appropriate for some Special Needs students.

From this study, it'may be concluded that the OSS Modules, in their
..

present format, are not appropriate for a majority of Special Needs students

of OR type represented in this study (Minimally Mentally Impaired).
,

Teac64fig occupational survival skills to Special Needs students of this

type appears to be relevant to their needs and aspirations for success at

work. However, the OSS Modules would need to be revised taking into con-

sideration the special characteristics of the Students, in order for a

Areater:benefit frOm learning occupational surviVal 'skills to manifett it-

:1-

Performance on OSSIT b Amount of Ex osure to the OSS Modules. Prior

'to conducting the study, the prediction was made that attainment of

occupational survival skills, as measured by scores on the OSSIT, would be

greater for groups who had-more exposure to the OSS Modules. Students who

were taught all or some sessions of the OSS Modules did (obtain significantly

higher (p < .05) mean scores on the OSSIT than students who were not taught

the OSS Modules: Aowever tyre results indiCated that amount of expOsure to

the ()SS MOdules: (number of sessions taught) did not have ..a significant.

effect *on scores on the OSSIT.
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,possible explanation for thisresult is now apparent to the investi.4

gator. An absolute and'clear-out distinction between teaching all or some
a

of the OSS Modules was not made by the investigatOr or the teachers partici-

pating in the study.',, only common distinctions made were that those

students who were taught some sessions of the OSS Modu]es. were taught at

least one session from each of the nine OSS Modules, and that those students

taught all of the OSS Modules were taught all of the sessions from each of

the nine OSS Modules. Discuss4ons with the teachers indicated that those

sessions perceived by teachers as betng well - received bystudents,'as having
sqf '

"worked well; as being most iMportant or as fitting in well With-other

classrooM activities were used.with bath groups Of students.

In addition, the teachers tended to include summary'statemehts or

comments concerning the important points from those sessions not utilized.

Consequently, the distinction botween teaching all or some of the OSS

Modules was reduced substantially.

The findings of this study seem to support the conclut'ion that attain-

ment of occupational survival, skills is greater for students wh are taught

the OSS Modules. For the most Part,' however, the attainment of occupational

survival skills is accomplished equally as well by.students who are tAu0:t.
,

all of:the OSS Modules and students who are taught teacher selected sessions:

the OSS Modules in a suPplementary manner with other curriculum mater-

ials and classropM activities.

Through discussions with the teachers ,it became apparent t

investigator that when given a choice teachers selected sessions from .the



OSS `Modules that they. thought Students would enjoy. In addition, ses'sions

selected for uSe: dealt with topics that were not covered adequately through

other curriculum. materials Curriculum materials that 'are perceived as

being relevant, enjoyable to students, and deal with topics not covered

adequately by other curriculum materials would seemingly be chosen for use

by most teachers..

- f
Apparent Benefit to Program Group.. In this studyfan attempt was made

to determine which program group derived the most benefit from being taught

,,occupational survival. skills. For-this study, benefit Was de'fined as dif-

ferences in mean scores on the OSSIT between like program groups who were
.,-

taught all or some of the sessions and who were not' taught arof the OSS
ky,) 4,

Modules were determined. At 'the outset-of the study, it Was predicted

that -the gre-atest benefit (difference) wO61d be derived by thet CETA, students,

and that the Co perative Office. Occupations students would benefit the 'east.

Results i dicated that the Cooperative Office Occupations students

derived a significant (p < .05) benefit from.being taught occupational,

survival skills. The Special Needs students-benefited slightly

CETA students derived virtually no benefit..

e,

Special .Feeds- -The fact that the Special Needs students appeared t

benefit 'only slfghtly is consistent with the findings,discutSed earlier.

The OSS Modules, in their current format, do, not, appear to 6e. appropriate

for use with minimally mentally impaired Special Needs Students.

2. Cooperative OffiCe Occupations--The benefit derived by the Coope4-

tive ce Occupations students 'was not expected. An explanation for the
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discrepancy between the predicted and derived benefit lies wittil:the 6,0parent-

ly erroneous assumption made by the investigator prior to conducting the

study that the Cooperative Office Occupations students already knew much of

the information contained id the'OSS Modules; An importa!nt implication

from this result is that the OSS Modules may have as much relevance and

4

utility for student groups perceived as being more,academically-capable,as

it has for" others.

3. CETA- -Thy result, indicating virtually no 'benefit from being taught

the OSS Modules to"theCETA-students Participatingin the study are incoh7

with' the feedback obtained by the fnvestigator fOm discussions
,,

.

.
.4-

,

with the,studentS andleacher.
,

Two possibl# explanations for thelack of
.,,,

,P.

measurable benefit are suggested.

first, the measurement process may have been inadequate, The CETA.

students-may. not have been as skilled.at taking a paper and pencil test

.(test wise) as the,Codperative'OffiCe* Occupations students. ilkdditionally,

the CETA:Students may., not have been as:Motivated to do their best on vtest

due to previous negati-ve academic experiences.

'A' second posSIblee0lanation is that the 'CETA students who were not

taught the Toss Modules, may have'been an extraordinary group and therelbre

not an appropriate comparison group. This explahationseems plausible when

ne considers'that this group of CETA students obtained a significantly

higher mean score on the OSSIT.than any of the Cooperative Office Occup.a.7

tions or Special Needs groups.,

Performance on, the CMIAS. Maturity of attitudes toward employment

were predicted to bear a significant relationship to attainment of occupa-

133
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Otirfal survival skills. A positive correlation (.506) was obtained between.

scores on the-OSSIT anciCMIAS,'flowever, significant,differences in mean

scores on the CMIAS were not found between, groups who had experienced

different amounts of exposure to the OSS Modules.

In this study, the relative stability of maturity of attitudes toward

employment was not altered significantly by exposing students to curriculum

materials that are highly, cognitive in nature. To be effectiv in helping

students develop mature attitudes toward employment, it,appears that the

'cognitive information contained in the OSS Mbdules pay need to be combined

with positive work experiences. It Appears that the fifteen week time

period utiVzed in'this study may not have been sufficient time far changes

in, or development of,rAttituds toward employMent to be manifested'on

f Effects of brade Level. Studentsiaarticipating in this study were

°

members of either the,eleventh or twelfth grade. Results indicated that the

variable of grade level did not have a significant,effect on attainment-`of

occupational':; - survival skills, as measured by the SSIT. However, this

result is somewhat inconclusive since only twelve participants in the study

:Were members of the eleVenth grade.

From thi's study, there wasno indication that the.OS'S''Modules were more

or lessi effectively utilized,bY'either grade level, r It qppears that whether

students are in the eleventh or twelfth grade is not 'an important considera-

ation id.,hen deciding where the OSS Modules can best be' utflized.

TwelfthAradestudents-did have significant-FY:AO < .06)- more Mature'.

`attitudes ,toward employmenti'as measured, by thepgAS, than eleventh. grade
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studett. This result is consistent with career development theory.. This

result is explainedhurther when the age of many of the twelfth grade

Special. Needs and CETA st6dents is taken into account. The majority of

these students were over eighteen years of age while the students in the

elwenth grade tended to be less thaWseventeen.

Effects of Sex.. Apftoximately-73% of the 'students participating in the

study were female. Resdlts indicated that females had significantly (p" .05)

more mature attitudes toward employment than males. In this study, the

variable of sex did not have :a significant effect or attainment of occupa-

tional survival skills, as measured by the OSSIT. This result suggests that

.the wiable of sqx should, not be used as a criterion for determining with

which students the OSS Modules should be utilized.

Effects of Amount of Work lx erience. ResUlts indicated that s,tudents

who had been employed full-time for more than a summer had a significantly

greater (p 05) attainment of occupational survival skills, as measured

by the OSSIT; than did students who had lesser amounts of work experience.

This result may indicate that occupational survival Skills are attained to
Q.

'a Oeaier extent frOm act41: work .experience T,he relt might als6,,indicate',result

that. students with greater amounts ofwork*perience perceived a greater

relevance of the OSS Modules,andmay-hOe there'fore been more motivated

tolearn.ocCupational.sUrvivatskillt;than were students with lesser :amounts

_ .

of work.:;&perience. This result suggests that the OSSeModule4'MaY be used

. . . . .

more effectively,with stUdentsas they gain increasing amounts of work.

experience.
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Amount of work experience did not affect-significantly maturity of

attitudes toward employment, as measured by the CMIAS. The result adds

support to the.concept of maturity being a function of age to a greater
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extent than of other variables including amount ofwork experience.

Effects of Socioeconomic Status. In this study, differences in socio

economic status,.. as measured by occupation of head of household, mere found

not-to result in significant differences in scores on the OSSIT or CMIAS.

One explanation for this result may be that all of the students participating

in this study were either in vocational programs or were disedvantaged.

Students from both of these categories tend to score lower on the CMIAS

than the students who formed the standardization sample for the, instrument

(Crites, 1973b). Had other program groups, such as college preparatory,

been included in the study, the results may have been different.

Effects of Work Plans. At the conclusion of the fifteen week period,

the students participating ih this Study'indicated their' 'work plans to

the investigator. Those students who indicated thaNthey plan to work at

a job for which trained were also the ones who had significantly (p < .05)

greater attainment of occupational .survival skills, as'itheasured by the'OSSIT'

and were significantly (p < .05) more mature in their'attitudes toward

employment as measured by the CMIAS, than those students who plan to work at

any job available.

These results may imply (as was the case with
.

amountPf work experience)

that perceived relevance of the OSS Modules by the studentS'.may be a cri,

terion for deterMining with which groups. of students the'OSS Modules can, best
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be utilized. Students who plan to work at a job for-whiCh trained may be

better able to emi.sion a direct utility from learnind occupational survival

skills:
,

Another explanation for this r3sult might .be that the OSS Modules

affected the work plans, of the students. The conclusion might be made that

learning occupational survival skills affected the studenp' perception of

the relevance and utility of their current classroom experiences and/or,,

vocational training.,

The significantly (p < .05) more mature attitudes toward employment

students who plan to work at a job for which trained may be explained to

some extent by the notion that these students may, be more goal-oriented

and self-directed than those students who plan to work at any job available.

In this respect their maturity of attitudes toward employment may be an

indication of a higher general level of maturity.

Effects of Educational Plans. At the conclusion of the fifteen week

period, students were also asked to indicate their educational plans. Those

students who indicated that they plan to attend a community college or

technical school were also the ones who showed sig aptly (p < *.05)

greater attainment of occupational survival skills, as.measured by scores

on the.OSSIT, than those students who have no plans.for further education.

I

One explanation for this'result may be that the students who have plans.

for further education may have a higher degreeof academiC ability or

motivation which wa eflected on *their performance on the OSSIT. These

students rilaY )members of the same group who plan to work at a job for
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whidh trained. If so, training for many of these students may include

further' formal education. Since the attainment of occupational survival

skills was determined in this study only by performance on the QSSIT the

resUlts maybe a reflection of :'general academic ability of studen s parti-

cipating in the study.

A higher general level of maturity of students who plan to, continue

their formal education may be reflected.in

attitudes toward employment.

Recommendations

The results of this study suggest that the teaching. of occupational

their significantly more mature

sUrviVal skills is relevant to the current, occupational needs and future

career aspirations of a wide range of high-sqhdol students.' The OSS Modules

may be introduced as part of the overall career education emphasis into\

academic, nd/or vocational and technical education programs. Three possible

methods.o utilizing the OSS Modules appear= to be available First, differ-

ent:hspects of.theiOSS Modules can be integrated into a number.of ongoin,g,

courses. Second, a special course might be designed to teach only occupa.r

I\

tiona. survival skills. Third, the occupational survival skills can be

taught as rt of a' spe8fic course being offered currently in various

educatio programs.

In order for the OSS Modules to be used more effectively and to be

more useful to both teachers and students, .it appears; that certain conditions

should be met. .First, the complexity and difficulty of the OSS Modules

shOUld be compatible. with the learning ahlities of the students who are
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being.taught the occupationalsurvival. skills. Second,fthe structure of

any program where the.OSS Modules are tiliz d should be such that adequate

time is allowed for teaching both the technical skills germane to the program

and occupatiOnal survival skills.. Time should be allocated to integrate

teaching of topits such.as occupational survival skills.ito.programs de4-.

signed to.,develop.technic'al skills.. Third, teacher enthusiasm forteaching:.

occupational survival skills, and a rapport between students and teacher will

.

encourage,more effective use of the OSS Modules,.

The following recommendations are based on the finding§ relating to

use of the OSS Modules with different §tudentiwulatiOnst These recoMMenda-

tions are presented as guidelines'for fOrther research and for implementa

tion of the results of the study.

For a majority of high schoo9 students, the difficulty level of the

OSS Modules appears to be appropriate. However, it is recommended that the

OSS Modules be revised in order to bemore compatible with the abilities of

aMajority of.Special Needs students. particular attention should be given

to reducing the reading level of the OSS Modules. Learning activities should

be developed to help Special Needs students transfer relevant information

and iconcepts from the OSS Modules to.situatiOns they may encounter on.the

job. Since'the range of abilities. and handicaps is particularly great

among. Special Needsstudents, allowances for individualized pacing of

learning occupational survival skills should be incorporated into the OSS

Modules. For some Special Needs students activities which'entail reading

and writing might be eliminated. In addition, topics such as leadership

13.S



and using creativity on the.job may create feelings of inadequacy for

.many Special Needs. students since they may not be able to compete success-

`fully with other workers in these specific areas. These topids might be A

replaced With topits related more directly toward' applying for a job,

personal finance and keeping a job.

Methods need to be developed to incorporate the teaching of Occupational

survival skills into the structure'of specialized vocational and technical

education programs. Cooperative educatiOniprograms with related classroom

instruction time:allocations mey,OroVide one method available currently.'

Studies should be conducted to determine what'is bein9 taught currentlyjn

related classroom time., It appears that related classroom instruction'is

too often, utilized in cooperative education prograts to teach furthe-

specific skills needed by students to perform particular vocational or tech-
,

nical tasks. For example, in this study the Cooperative Office Occupations

students did not have.a relatedclass; Instead, the class time was utilized

,

to teach specific office skills. As a result, there was not adequate time

to teach occupational survival skills. It is recommended that related

classroom instruction time be made available to teachers.and students in

cooperative education programs to teach topics such as occupational survival

This instruction time should not beutilized.to-teach specifid

Vocational skills needed to.performHa partitular job or task.

Studies should be conducted to Aptermine the attitudeo of vocational
#

and technical education teachers toward teaching topics such as occupa-

tional survival skills. In-service activities should be arranged to inform



teachers' and administrators ,of ,the relevance and4impOrtanbe of:teaching. ,

topics such as occupational survival skills and to .aid them in determibing
,

the content 'for related classroom 1 nsti"uction °In addition, in-service ,

activities should be' conducted to prepare teachers to teach occupational

survival

The teaching of occupational survival skills might be introduced

into selected academic programs as part of :the overall career education
ip t

irograms condUcted in many school -districts... Learning OCcupatiOnal'7sur
,.

. .

vival skill appearS'. to be relevant' and of interest' to all students-, not

just to those' engaged'..:In vocational and technical, edUtation programs:.'

The extentto whiCh occupational survival skills might be learned,

eventually/by mosttworkers after in extended period of. ime on the job

shoUld be investigated,- Cross-sectional research studies should be con-.

ducted to determine the differences in attainment of occupational survival

skills by individuals as they Progress through their adult working

Longitudinal studies Should be condUCted With students who have and ,have

not been taught topics such as occupational survival skillS in high school

, programs to determine differences in meaningfulness satisfaction, and

productivity between these workers. The results of these studies might 'form,

a rationale for teaching occupational survival skills to adult workers.

Findings of these studies might determine whether adult workers can benefit

taught the same set of OtOpational asibigh

school. students or if different occupational survival 'skills are needed

by adult workers at various Stages of. their working lives. Adult eduCation

141
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:''programs in schOols and.business organizatiOns should broaden their

cUrrtcUla and training programs to encourage the develoOment of awider

,Spettrum of huManabtlities than those represented traditiOnally in
. .

standard programs. .

f

CETA students participating in the study who had previously dropped

out of high, school for one reason or another indicated that learning' the

occupational survival skills while in high school might have encouraged

them to 'finish high school. It is recommended that occupational survival

skills be taught to,students at anY grade level in high school, regardless

of, their. educational program, who 'have been identified as potential drop-

outs Studies should be conducted.to determine the effects of teaching

occu ational survival skills on these students' attitudes toward finishing

high, school. Studies should also be conducted to determine the effects of

teaching occupational survival skills on the actual high school dropout

rate.

Students whO have indicated that they plan to parti6i*eAncooperar:

tive, education, program-during their juniOr and/or senior year:710-highschoor

might b't taught the occupational survival skills,prior to their actual

enrollment in the cooperative education programs to help ensure a sudcesSfU

cooperative experience. Studies s4iOulct be conducted to determine the

0

effects ol learning occupational survival skills on work performance at

Cooperative education studepts_job training stations.

Studies should be conducted on a continuing basis to identify`. and

Compare additional occUpational:survival*illS with those-skiTTs included

currently in the OSS Modules. The purpose of these studies shoUld'be to
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promote relevant work training:programs based on current assessments o

tkillt needed for successful wC rk experiences.

Further research utilizing tie OSS Modules with students from various

educational.programs, intluding pre and posttest studies, should be con-
,

ducted to shed additional light on many of the issues addressed in this

study. Revision of th OSSIT, so that it measures specific knOwledge of

1ocdd tional survival kills, might also provide additional information

ox
regard ing use of the OSS Modules.

.

Information:Collected by the investigator frOM discdttiont with

ttudents and teachers -during this study,lends support to the. conclusion

.that teaching occupational survival: skills various etludational'programt

.may -help to prepare individuals for work.

The literature seems to indiCate that the accelerating changes in

ti - .

technology and the post-industrial shift to service econ6Miesare:affetting-:

skill requfrements,in unpredicted ways. Discussions with empiOyers.bY the

,

investigator over time suggestklan increasing Concern among employers that,

attention needs to be given in school to skills such as planning, adapting,

and problem solving that are applicable to broad organizational concerns.

rienting people to the use of skills such as occupational survival skills

which they need on the job may be as important, or even more important,

than teaching the technical aspects of their work. There may be a long-
,

r

term benefit to both employee.and-emplOer from learning skills 'such as

those included,in the OSS Modules.
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OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS INFORMATION TEST

Student Data Sheet

The questions you, are, asked to answer below Will be used to help

determine in which schdol programs the OccupatiOnal Survival Skills Modules

should be used. By answer'ing carefully these questions, you will help your-

self prepare to wark. Please complete the questions to the btst of your

knowledge. Be sure to answer each question-

. My grade level is;.'

llth,(Junior

12th. (Senior)

My sex is:

Male

Female

4,7e

I have had workeXperiendp as ToilowS:

Never been employed

Employed part -time only

Employed. full-time for more than a summer

EmplOyed full-time for more than a summer but part-time

during the school year

Myjather'S o'ccupation.(or mo0er s:ocCupation i f ';she is the ..head

household) is

1.54.
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My father's, occupation. (or mother's occupation ,if she is thehead.

of household:). can be classified best as follows:

Professi nal or-teChnical worker

Manager

Sales worke

Clerical work r

,Service worker

Craftsman or For man

Semi-skilfled wok er

Laborer or uns illed.worker

After high school,,hy'work plans are as follows:

I do not plan to work for pay

plan to work at 'any job.I can, find

I plan to,work.at a job for: rhich' I haVe been:trained

I plan to workat.,=4:job tftat'ls 'different from that for

which IihaVe::beentrained

. After high school, my. educational plans are as follOwS:

I haVe,no:plans for further education

'plan to,attend:41 coMtunity.College or technical

for one or:-:tWO-years

I plan'to attend a four year'colloge or university

I Plan to SOO:the Military for training

'Jlther plans (pleaseexplain,b014w)

school



',OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS INFORMATION TEST*::

This is-aftest of yoUrAnowledge.Of occupattOnal skillSAleededin theworld-:

of.wOrk, WPM YOu-,.begih. read=the:saMple OUeStionbelOw and:M44.Sure'YoP.

understand how to mark the-ansWer.-

SAMPLE QUESTION

Which one.of.the following do .mostpeople haye to do to earn money?

If you-have questionS. about the sample, raise your.hand::-For:each*eStion

there is always one..best answer. YOUshould answer each question,: There 1

no tjmelimitut cid not 'spend a ..6eat amount of time on any one 'question.

Erase if yotOdish to Change any)answer.

*Developed by. James A. Loch to test students attainment of occuPatiorial

survival skills
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Which of the following best explains work?

151-

.

A. work is done 'when you are paid 'fOr something ,that yOu don't
really it'ailt to do

,

,WOrk is clone when you really try to do ;,something to satisfy. .

other peopl'e's needs fa

.

work is done when you really try to ifib:;;Something to satisfy,-

your own needs and also to satisfy` other- petiple' s needs

work is done only when your make money for what you:do

..Which .6V the::; 011owing:..1

-,physicallieeds

security needs

e most basic of .all 'humAn needs?.

..asocial needs

need for self=respect and wort

'

. Which of the f llowing basic..thuman needs is the .least satisfied by most

workers?

.physical:npeds

B. security need$

C. social needs

D.,' needs for self;-fulfillment

John feels as though he is in 'a situation in which he must try to meet

the needs of others but is not allbwed to do anything to meet his own

needs through his job.. Which of the fallowing is the best description'

of his situation?

A. normal working

B.. slavery

C, a satisfying job

. voluntary work

conditions.



. When' George began looking for job, what he cared about most_was that the

cOmpany_ he went to work' for i*d good medical insurance for employees and a

good retirement plan. He did' not want to worry abput what would happen i f

he got sick or korW he Would :1 i ve when he retired. Which of the foil owing

basic human needs does George care, about? .

A. physical needs

B. securityleeds

. social needs'

. needs for self - respect and worth

- .1..
PROpte should 1,40k,; atr.their -Own needs. .and' how these needs can be satisfj'ed

,..

through work. '''Wfr-ich.1;of the fol 1 oWi n does': not agree with thls statement.? ...4

since each person is di fferent, indi vi dual's are Jikely to

have di fferent or.reasons f working .
-,./. .- .-,

to many people l, work .means more than just a way 3o earn money i

- ,
*

work means 4ti Sf'Sii n 9.- on ly .the' .needs of others a'nd 'is almost

like ,slslavery

A.,

. ,

. , .
Work can be very".,SatleIfyi4A and rewarding 1 f it S'atisfies not

. .

and'only ,physical.. and. securitPneeds c but also other types of needs
,

suchl.as;sbei al needs , ...needs for': sel f7respect and ':.SelffUlfil l.-,. .

"went -needs.

Standards for cled,tding_ whether something 'good or bad are called:

A. perceptions

B. behaviors

C. values

.

D. intere; r.

8. Si- 'oes can affe4 a ;person's perceptions . `Which.' of the fol lowing is

a: le of .a stere'otype'?

'nurses are women

daydreaming s a waste:, of time

fair day's pay for a fair day' s work

a poor. sel f-concept:,1
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A person who says "The way to be happy is to enjoy myself.and. no
about my Problems", probably believes that:

it is easy to spend more time and energy in staying away from
problems than, it would, take to'solve them

staying away from Problems is' easier than solving them

staying away from &problem can often make it seem bagger
than it really.is

, staying, away., from. problems , over' al long time , almost Oways
makes them'Worse and, harder to:deal. with than they:wer in

the first 'place

Joan has worked for the same company for over two yearS and has beeWdoing
the same job for al.l of that time She is very good at her. Work. Sfief,has

been offered new responsibilities and challenges at different times. ',Wm-
'ever, Joan has never taken the opportunities because she,.is frightenecUAle
Will ,do poorly at a new job and mess up her future with the company. I ich

of the following beliefs does this situation best describe?1

I have control over my feelings

solving problems is easier than staying away from:them

must not fail at anything--if I do itmeans that I am ,,

either Stppid, lazy, or bad

most things in life, that seem scary or dangerous 'seem' that
way because I want to look at them that a way

>11.: Ivan and. Terry were fighting about whether-it is possible to Change your
feelings about people and things:' TerrY said that "Other people and:things
cause my feelings." Terry thought that things that happened in the past'
cause how she feels now Which of the following sentences shows how' Terry
,wOuld end the talk?

A. feelings can be,hahged if you try hard enough

B. feelings can .be changed easily

people "have no control over theirfeelingS'

people have control over their feelings



People should look at themselves all the time in work situations and
think about, changes they want 'to make in their actions. On which of
the following is this statement based?

''self- understanding is a' thing people should do all through
thei lives, because people are always changing

once people become, older their perceptionS,feelin.gs, and.

',valueswill not chOlge

self-eValUation isa hard j b..that needs tot
once "tn a:lifetime

People cannot learn 'about.themselvds from :other people

1 . of the following is not .a. 'problem in" interpersonal relatioriS?

people haVing different perceptions of a certain situation.
.

.B. peOplebecoming .0pset or angry with' others

;

C people who do not have the needed

people who AO' not notice others :feel
O

'1 Headaches, stomach 'ulcers, high blood pressure; and/or

more 'likely to happen when people.:.

A. 00 not notice and express feel ings
,

B. 'express positive feeling

eexpressess negati

D. learn ways of exOeSsing their

15. Our relationships with -other.people are greatly caused by how, we "see"
or "hear' them iWe see or hear other people, through our prejudices and
biases. This idea is shown best by:

workers pulling togetKer to -Kelp a fellow worker with
big job

.

a bo5s who thinks a new worker pill be a troublemaker because

the new worker looks like a past employee who was fired for
causing trouble



. workers all through a company showing aipositive attitude
toward their jobs

a worker. who is good :At the technical parts of the job', but

has trauble gettinTs:alo,pg with fellow workers '

Andrew's desk is acrossfromthe office door. 'Even though he is not the,

redeptiontst, almost everyone stops at his desk for directions. At first

he was very nice in helping them. find the person for whomthey were

looking. Lately, however, he has become angry with the many questions.
Sometimes he 'won' t 'even 1(30 up at the person but just points in the ,

direction °the personshould go. The problem is causing Andrewto do

poor work and he war iits it cleared up. Andrew should:

be'unfrtendly people Asking- for di reciions .so they will
aSk. someone e e the next time

accept the job of 'giving dieections s :another part of hi

work load

openly talk about the problem with his boss
out an answer to the problem

ignore the problem becduSe it will prlibably go awAysin time

try to figure

;One of the following best describes the 'importance of good inter-
anal relations on the job:'

workers who 00' not have the necessary technical skills will

lose their jobs

, in order to be .succesSful , wOrkers-must :be able to handle the

technical skills of the job but mustlalso,.,be able to notice.--
and express,feelings 'at work and get along With fellow,,workers:

to be successful a 'ybrker Mast" be able to geta1drkb-44th.-
all fellow.WO'rkers no matter:what the situation

workers with the' necessarytechnical "skil\ls do not have to
be, worried, about gettin4--along 'witit,fellow workers



14. jlegativejeelings can later .§how, up as a bad:mOodi.a.headache, or a

sudddh"explosion" Over,a small. thing that-made you angry. Which of

the followlng the idea Upon which thitttatementris ba'sed?

A. 'negative'fbelings,, sUch.,as-anger, will not:7Igo away.by

themselve
.

..

people have feelings both on and Off:theAob
.

,

most people loser their jobs; because-they can't gpt along

with fellow workers

it is best to try,to forget about negative feelings

they will go away by themselves in time

Problem solving oali best be described as:

A. working in goups tp gather facts

E. the process of deciding what to do about something

C. ,looking at the results of a decisidn

working by yourself to ,come up w-Vth'lideas'!

one of the following is true of problem.solVing:.
. 4

f

A. the.ahility:to solve probleMs'issomethingyed
with;jOu ei'Oer' have it or you don't

every problem has good solution

thinvthat can make a problem .harder to sqle
understanding for sure what the real problem is

Zl. LoOkingot a saution to .a .problem to see how it. Worked and to find' out

if anything else needs to.. Abe done is calTed.:'-

A. :fact finding

idea finding

solution _finding

D. dYalu8ting

Once you figure out a sOlutiOn to a problem, YOU ar. JiniShed:

.solving'the:probTem
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. Rhoda works as', the seCretary for a small tu iness: Her employer owns

the business. One da34,Rhodalhad to get some letters typed before the

mail, was picked, up. The- boss' wife. brought in, a, job for tier countr

club meeting and wanted it typed right away. Rhoda could not finish

both jobs before the mail. was to be picked up. The same thing had hap-

pened several other 'times. Which of the following best 'states thei real .

Problem?

: RhOda had an ipportant'job to,do that would
if she did the job for'her boss' wife

the boss wi,feis incOnsiderate 'Of Rhoda's situation

ean''1hoda get some help't6 finish both jobs

..does the...buS1;neAS.:wOrk or- the boss" 'wife's-work come first:
-_...-ancl--hOircan Rhtie(afind

Many people try to solve-problems by staying with one solution even if

the Solution does not solve the problem...These People have the Wrong.

belief that:

'A. e;ery'problem.lhas one good solutiOn

B. solving problems most13rinvolveS' tyiel and error

.solution to a problem is an imPortant, part.:
of probleMs,olv_tng'

. if a Solution does. not ,solVe.the problpm: they should
the problem solving ffrocess

People can demelop gootproblem solving skills,,through pr4otice. Which

of the following does,not sutort thICstatiMent?'

A. most people can develop their ability to solve problems

_

'B. because people face.:Many.kinds of problems; they need to

learn to be flexible in their thinking. 4.

the ability to Solite problems is something YOu are born
Witlityou either haVel.t or, you don't

pebp1 e :deVel op their, ability to Pro,..bleMs learning

and using the- steps. of the probleth solc-krig process.



25. Which of theJOItOiging bestdescribes communication?

Onp':person giving directions for finishirrg job to
,

anotherTerson

,l58

B. an exc ange:ofthoughtS, opinions,. or inforMation between

peopli
two or more people talking about something impOt

written messages between.people

26. A person s self-,conCept-affectsks Dr her-abillty tcocommunicate with
4

others, Self-conc6lytrefers

I

to:'.
,

..

how people tee theMselyes or OpiniOns-persons have of:-

themselves '.

t

, ,

how well. a person underStands themessage

giving, information 'Clearl-Y SO'that the receiver can under.,

stand the message.

ibwpdo01ee'others orApintOns peuons have:ofOthers

2 , jilistakeS that are made- by workersfbecauselhey did h understand
directions .for a..jobust.lallYjlappen ..betaUse of: Q -

one-way coimuni cation:
;.;

tWo-waycoMmunication

lack of supervision .

.

poor. selfrconcept

'48:, Jill is a new worker at a small comPanY. She has .difficulty talking,W4th

other people. Jill is'getting upset'' because' Df-her fellow workers

re',tryfng,to tell her how to do her job, Jill is certain that she can'

learn the job by herself .and does not want to be.told what she-is doing

wrong. One fellow wOker said to Jill, "You always think you're right.

Can't `you ever-say Wat you're wrong?" This communication problem

probably happened Muse of



Jill s poor self-concept

Jill's fellow workers not giving information clearly

C. Ji and her$ellow.workers not listening to, each other

Jill's not liking her job

Tw6 y- co unication is different from one -way communication because:

A.' ...'two, people are involved in the communication

the receiver is not aligwed,th-itallcl,.to the sender of the

message

the receiver of the message Makes .a /.14esponse
tr4

for example, asking,a question

the-sender givet the message to the receiver at

in two-way communication in the exact same way.. .

least twic' 0

30. Two-waycrOmmunication is more effective than one-way communication -11

of ,the following is, the reason, for this?

A. the more people involved in communication'the better

the,Sender.of a message should, never be stopped by ,the

receiver sV,nce this will confuse botkpeople

' when the reVeiver of a message listens to the sender .wittiou.t...,5

making any responS6'thesender knows the message*has been

understood -)

when the receiver of a message respondS to the sender, for '''
-example, by asking a question, -the message. will probably:

. , I, ;

be understood
C1

31. Which of the folloWing best describes conflict?

A. a coh#1.ict ends in a violent.ffght 15etween people

conflict happens when aperion's actions interfere with

or frighten' another.--person

A'

C. :conflict only happens;,,,:wilen one person is right and 'tie' 'OtherA

person is;wrong \
conflict situations are always bad



32..' A. gobd means of: dealing- with conflict :is coMpromise. Which, of the
following best describe§.CoMpromise?.,4,

delaying'

avoiding

C. -confronting with power.

give pd.:take,.

Jerry handles a confliCt'situatipti. by'changing the.rubject when the
confliCt comes up when talking: Jerry is:

(
confrontind the conflict, si

-delaying the handling of the conflict.sitUation
4.

avoiding. tl conflict situation

compromising ...by notl:talking aboUt the conflict situation

34.i* The,last stage of a conflict is kalled ajustments'. One.,or both sides may
decide to make some/change in t,heir behavior. If one side is atked to
make -All. the adjustments', which of the follOwing;-is-likely to happen'?'

the-thee conflict will be 'settled

B. the cOnfliCi'will start over again

C. the conflict will he avoided in the future

Q. the conflict will be half settloV

PrejUdices can cause' a diffietilt ,kind
is an example of a conflict that has b en caused by`prejudice?

-f. conflict.: Which of the. following

A. a worker who has. no right to be is very bossy causing other
workers not to like hiM or her

B. clirtain workers are treated unfairly by the boss sbecause they
areyoung

a 'wci.rker is causing a conflict by "using"-other worker§ i
order to look good to the boss

D. certain workers are -trying to stay away from hard jobs, this
is unfairly making more work for others

166



'3 Which. of the f011Owing sentences is not true of conflidt.situatiOns

.on: the job?

A. on the job, conflict may cause workers to become mixed

upset, and not willing to help each other

the best thing to do when conflict happens is to ignore it

C. conflict can be a learning experience for workers

D. sometimes conflict on the job may end in a fight

37 -Which of the following is not true of creativA
,4-41

A. creativity is something that ew people have

creativity does not mean the tea hi ng to everybody

people can block their own-creativity or the, creativity

of others, ,

creativity is something potentially given t

at .birth ,,

Which of the f011owir6 is not, a 151 bek or "stopper . to a Person's

tre4i Vi ty?
.

A.
criticizing thetr ideas befoi'eAtic^..`hOve a ,chance to develop

writing down all ideas before. talking about them

automatically forgetting about jdeaS that Seem'juqt:barely

to havd anything to do ,with the problem

decidingwhether: an idea is good ,or bad almost

'itiS th4 ht-of

''.

_...

39. :People can use :their -crewt.4ye':at*titles in diffef.ent :work situatibri.

Which of tbe fOlowing i.43Jiot an example of using creative.talbritf

the job? .':,, . '''-.

.

A.' an idea, for better use of time and .energy.

B. follOcring:.directionS completely and ebr:rectly

a plan. for doing away with a report

ar(i4a for using office space better

67



40.. Creattve thinking may mean questioning ideas that 'Many, people accept

Without thinking about or disagreelng with commonly actepteg ways of

doing things: This concept is best- illustrated%by:.,

'a worker-who saYs that all' wOrkers shbuld be allowed to

set their own "Work khedules

., a worker making. a window 4i$PlAY for the ChristmasShopping
:seasOn using a Santa ClauS and toys

C. a sales manager of a deiD4i7tmept store deciding that items

which are not selling should" be put on sale.

D. workers who follow direC'tiOns-Correctly

41.' Marla has-worked in the display department of a large'department ,store

for several years, -::She-started.W10.119'Wa helper -:arid has .Worked her

way up to department Manager: creative person who seems;

to always, come up with .good :Marla",. does' ntt-listen to any.

oaf her: workers' .Ideas since she:1V sure thai:thewOrkers can best be

used to .icarry deas.- Marl a_s0eMs- to bel ieve

everyone has 'creative

only a *Ricky feW have creat

q'vY/
not letting workers be ore&

D. all workers should be allowe,

abilities -0!

.42. John and Martin were fighting about -whether-Workers should-t y to develop*

their creative abilities. John said that workers who o-develoP and use

creativity cairtake their-jobs more interesting. He also stated that

creative workeri' often 'come M.Ipwith ideas that improve the company.

Martin, however, said that.wdricers should do their jobs the way they are

told to do them. He stated, thliPthe only good ideas. wpuld come from the

person who was hired to think of new ways of doing things.' With. which

of the following would Martin agree?

A. creative ideas can come ,.from, only a lucky few people

B. creative ideas can" .Come 'from'almost anyone

.C.: people can develop their creativity by ,learningA d.praCtiCe..

D. by paying attention to what, we''usually do .not p.. attention

to, we can open our minds to neWWays of thihk1
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An Organization .chart:

A. describes all of the jobs in an organization

shows the formal lines of authority within an organization

.C. deicribes the °job duties of workers

`shows all the lines .ofpomminication Within- an organizationH

. Whic of the. following is not true of the informal organization?

o the informal brganization forms because,of personal
relationshi ps- within the Normal < organization

the informal organization helps%give workers a feeling
of belonging and emotional support

the informal organization can' work for or against the

formal organization

the inTormal organization is always Well-defined and easy
to identify

45'. They. following -diagram shows:

z

the informal 'OrganizatiOrr:

the formal lines of authority within an organization "10

all the lines of communication within an organization

. how ,important each position is to the organization



. A Worker who has the same job as ManY,!.-othkr*orkers'.but,who
has more

influence than;,the.:Others can

A. informal authority

B formal:authority

C. formaIrespc-isibility

D. a bad'attit6de

eirkers can deal with their new jobs faster if they start learning about'

heir job responsibilities and aUthoritY right away because:

A. it is not important for workers to have clear 'ideas about

their job responsibility and authority

a formal job description does not give wOrkers information

about job responsibility-and authority'

trial and error is the best means to use to learn aboUt job

respOnsibility and authority

knowing about job authority and responsibility can cause

workers to make less mistakes and help new workers to.he

betteryorkers

48. WorkersShould know about the influence of the informal organization as

well as the lines of authority fOrmed by the :Formal organization. On

which of the following is thiS statement based?

A. the formal organization is usually,- ell-defined and-ea-sY to

pick out, however, many job situati ns are also 'influenced ,

by an informal organization that is important,to see and

understand

. the'formal organization as, 5b01 by an organization
chart,

shows all of the lines of.Communication within an organization.

Any important information will-come to a worker through the

formal organization.

the informal organization always works against the formal

organization. Workers need tO know about the informal

organization so they can stay away from it and keep their jobs.
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D. the informal organization has all of the lines of communication.

withi9 an organization. Any important information will come

to a worker through the informal organization.

49. Which of the following is a correct description of the future?

A: the futilire is already fixed ,

B. thelfUture is all a, matter of, chance

C. people are in complete control of thej

none of the above deScriptions,

50. The idea that workers in the future will change jobs ten times before they

retire best shows which of the following ideas?

A. there will.be many people out of work

B. technological advances will be std in coming

C. jobs will become out of date 1,164-St qui/ckly

workers-will no longer take pride their work

51. Nancy has juSt gradated from high school and has learned how to run

several modenn office machines., Which of the following is most likely

to happen?

A. Nancy will be using the skills 'she learned for- the rest of

her working career

. Nancy will have to learn new skills before getting a 'job.

because the skills learned are probably already out of date

,
Nancy will use the skills she leacned as soon as she gets,

a =job but will probably have to learn new skills in the Lyears

to come

Nancy will ,not be able to use the skills learned at school...`

.,,because the office machines used in. school are not as modern..

as those offi.Ce machines used in business



'52. If around two-thirds of the jobs, available in the4ear 2000 do not exist
today,:which of the following is probably true?'

two-thirds of the country's workers will be out of work
r

people will have to plan for different jobs during their',
careers

. skills. lea'rned 'in high 'school will be the same skills used
throUghOut a Orson's working career.

D. most workers will work at the same job for all of their
careers

53. A group of workers were talking about their plans for the future and the
chance of having to go back to school to learn new skills. The ,Aoss who

Was listening to them talk said that ,he or she would not have to worry
064 learning new skills because the way to be 'a boss will never change.
14h1Ch of the following' best describes the boss' belief toward the future?

A. in order to deal with-Changes in their work 'environment,
workers need to be prepared for changes

. . .. .,.,,,- . ,..., i,'-,4,4:e
-hi '-'64. 't II w''plans for .

the future must be flexible e. .er,.p. ...jo.,...,a o .,,,'

workers. tO....maikeyadjUSteinents.'as -.changeShatipen:. ..

.. .,..

planning for the future is needed by sopie workers but n
.bY all 'workers

people who set goals are involved
future

n creating their own

The,length Of time a'worker hasmorked fOr a .company will not count toward,,

promotions .and:advancement. If this sentence is correct, which of the
following is 'the reason Why? )

those workers who Piave.cu t knowledge and skills will
be valuable to the coMpaile

B. the retirement age will be raised to seventy-five.

sthe retirement age will vbe..;19wered to forty-five

D. seniority will be even more important for job promotions 1
the future than it is today



TEACHERS's OPINIONS OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS. MODULES



) A

Teachers' Opinions of the
Occupatiohal Survival Skills..Modules

TypeOf Cl asses

The following statements are designed to gather 3/Our opinions of the Occupational`
Survival Skills .Modules: : For:each statement, please circle only one response
whether you':.agree strongly 4, agree 3, disagree 2, or disagree 'Strongly
with the statement.

All of the Moduleswere useful
'my classes.

tEach Module'shoulcl-be used in
ts entirety.

. The Modules were'more useful
whOn the teacher selected
'whCh sessions froin a Module
to use in "class.

The:ModAles were appropriate
for m-ygtudents.

The Modules were too easy for
my. students.

4be .Modal 4 . were too di ffitul

Students to understand..

M y students a1 ready :.knew most

:bfawhat,was:includecl in the
ModUles...

.

.The. M061 es needed to 'be.,-.sup-
pl ementecl with additional.
materials, to meet' the'Objet.

.:;:tives of my claSses.

.0,.,-,;4

J4-ee.44:.stOdjes.in the Modules
were useful for ity. studenta,..,,

)

10.. .7The games in.2t110. Modules :were

useful: for my 'tudents.

11.,,,,The discussions among the
,

-e. teadher and other .students .,

suggested in the ModUles were
useful formy.students.

it,---.



a. ing

The! Mod les would e_111(*e

Usefill' for .eacherS. Who have

more. ,academically oriented
stUdents. than I have.

14; 'The ModUl would be more
4

W. useful for teachers who have
students -who are not as aca-

demically oriented as mine.

15..' After being taught the ModUles*:.
.

are
. , .

my studetns are beteri.4reqared
for WoricthantheY_Vil4ere

16. .1-The ModuleS were till 'us ul'

tome than texthooks,-work-
books And other:" i nstructiObal

materials that I have:.Used in
class.

169

Agree- . Disagree

Strongly ".Agree Disagree ,Strongly

17. After hayipg been taught the.

Modules,, studentattitudes.:
toward' employment hge become -

more poPtl.Ve."

18. The--Module on Moti vatton.for..
Worlywas:,useful'.for my students

19. , The MOdule on Undefrstandin4:-
Self wat.uSeful tay,studentsj

The Moduleon Interpersonal'
Relations .was useful for my

StudentS'-.

. The Nodule on Probl em SO1 vin

was useful. fOr my stUdentt

22: The Module on Effective 'Qin-7:s.

munication was useful for my
students.

23. The Module on Copingth °Con-

,

fllct WA:Useful fOr my students.. 3



.The".Modpl.COn,l0reAtivity,O.
the -jobjoas useful Nor. my.

r.

The Module'On.AutReritYiand
Osf'useful

for. my students'.;.:.

, The: Module Dn-Adakting_and
Tiahning-for the iiiture was
useful for liv.s:tudent§,.'

Overall; the, Modules mere

excel lent:

511

gree;
trongly .A

.170

, i,sagree

ree Disagre6A Strongly

Please.answerthifollowing_guettions. to make.yoUr personal regarding'

the Occupational Survival Skills Modules

regarding,
.;

.

.
:..

1, To what extent were the MOules.A1Seful to'-youj teaching your, clag'ses.

PleaSe-Thie reasons TOT your answer.;. '''':

.- ...

What:kinds of aOtivitieS' esSions)Aid you' use the most and the'least

fp,4#0!classes?1Why?.-



APENDIX b

OP TN IOJIS QF-,THE OcCUPAtIONAL "$URVIVAL SKILLS MODULES'



Students':OPipions of` the
Occupational Surlifal Skills Modules.

The follOwing statements are designed to gather your Opinions Of
.

the.

Octupational Survival Skills Modules. For eadhstatement, Olease'cirCle
only one response, whether you agree strong1444-5 agree 3, 'disagree 2, or

.r disagree strongly 1, with the statement. O

Agree Disagree

Strongly Agree Oise.gree -Strongly

havelearped a lot from the
Modules that will e-1i) me at

work.
=

The Modules were difficult for
me to underStand.

I enjoyed.the case studies 1.4)
,44

the Modules.

I enjoyed the games:in the odUles.

I enjoyed the discussions with
the teacher and other students.

enjoyed' he role-playing acti
vitieS'...in the Modules.

The.ModuleS were too easy.- 2

8.',,I already knew most of what was
Intluded in the Modules.

My ..attitudes toward emptoyment
have changed .for,.the. better after

,being taught the Modul,es.

10::: The Modules.,were m,of.e, useful to.
me than xtbooks; workbooks, and
other in

t
.uctional materlals-

that used in class.

1. Overall the Modules Were, excel-

dent:

I

1 '.1"(



"

7

Agree ..,

Strongly -Agree '-Disagree

:"The Modules Were very 'inter-

4 esti ng to-me..

. .The 'Module on Motivation for

Work-Was useful. tO`me.

14. the 'Module. on Understanding Self

Was Useful. to 7me.

15. The Module on .Inie'rOetSbnal Re

lations was Useft.il toJ1:4' -

The Module on Problem Solving
Was useful tb me.

,The. Module on Effectiye Com
munication was--usefUl to me.

L(.1

T8. The Module, on Coping with. Con-

flict was useful to me.

9. ®' The Module on Creativity on the,

:Job -Was useful ;to- me.'

20. The ,ModUle on. Authority and
'Responsibility 'Was useful to 4r.

. .

The. Module. on Adaliting'and Plan-

ning r the Future..was usefu

to me;

2

?sa,gree

Strongly.

PS

Please answer the folloWing questions to make Your persondi -6-dm-merits
,, eg .01)-19.'

the OccUpati onal .'Survival Ski 1 1 s Modules. tUse 'the. baa.k o-f. this 'slfeet .-.yod'...,

,.., need more -spat ° . ),
d.., .., . 7 -,(;)

. gi
4 ,...

Fiow

at

. ,

t..-v;'1`, do .you thi nk What -you learned from the Modul et will be to .you

ork?' PleaSe give a reason Lfor your answer. ,
°

inds\kif 's in the M

e.

dules did- you enjoy t e most? Why?

. .

:q :



What improvements the Modules would you suggest?





Class

Number of Students A Grade

Description of ciassrtom eOtil pthent:

2 t'Do students

Why?

'Student. ,SeeetO Aijoy theyodulesr YES; NO

a. Are! there student initiated questions or all teacher initiated?

Lb..., . 4,
-Do ,mOtt of .the :. tudents partici pate° in the actiyittes? .VES

f - 1

I.

Irk-" what ways difill th ,





? Class

Teacher IntervieW Form

Date

178"

In what:Ways were 'the: odules useful' or not useful for you in keparing

for class?

.Ctivitiespr-s sidhS 3n_the ModulesLare
I

apprO for .your stii4ow, Why OA
fe,,,

a) Reading 1 1

g

b) Interest T relevance'

Aindersta"d'cOndeptS

.d :SpliaT characteristics of st ents.11

appro'priatkl!:- or t

Which aspects.0 the Modules' e'stUdents to : enjoy and not enjoy?

Wily? Why not?

rr

4 ..1 ' ,

,

-; that kinds _of mr-f. o-lyouuse;to Supplemnt the Modules if.ariyZ.

y7 Wnyinot?
..,..

.14;.

Which types :.of activities An the ModuleS

and least -Useful in-teaching yourxcjasses?

-477.71, '

184

\W"
ou think are most 'useful =:,;-

hy?

y.

' .

o.
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fWENT, INTERVIEW FORM
i.



Class

Grade

180

Student Interview Forirr:

.Date.

dumber of Students Intentiewed

. Sadent(s) Background and Interests:

. Perceived Usefulness of Modules: ,.What hoe you learned from the Modules

if 'anyWng, that you t.'" beeusefur to you in the future or now?
Why?

Understaltdiog.0f,'.Concepts What do you think the Modules _ ?are trying o-

. Complexity and Detail-,(Reading Level, Directions, etc.):
the Modules are difffcult for Sfou to understand?' ", Why?.

What pdrts of

,,.
-.4 .

, ).
:Enjoyment .0f. us-ilig ModUleS : . : OVerall do ydu.'opjoy..'uiii.q:lrlo'',Ito
class more or 'less thy 'other,materialt? . More, No Difference,-LeSs.:.

,:. f ,
I . -II 4.

.1,

4 A

`0 'Ss .4k ."
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